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 This thesis is a contribution to the study of late medieval English and French martial 
aristocratic culture. It uses transitional plate armor – a hybrid assemblage of iron, steel, leather, 
and cotton – and its representation as a point of analytical entry to understand what forms martial 
masculinity might assume in the late medieval world, and consequently how the knight’s 
equipment augmented his identity. In texts and images, armor appears as a conspicuous emblem 
of martial acumen; the knight’s equipment became a vessel through which the warrior might 
assert specific qualities of his individual and corporate identity. Though the lens of semiotics, a 
look at armor in narrative – complemented by visual examples – reveals its myriad roles in the 
process of identity-making. This paper proposes that armor operates, in text and image, in four 
major functions to index the knight’s nobility, his capacity for transformation, his violent 
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 In his landmark work Medieval Chivalry, Richard Kaeuper portrays the late medieval 
nobility as a complex and constantly shifting organism. Kaeuper describes the nuances of 
chivalry – the ethos of martial aristocratic culture – and how different knights might formulate 
and articulate their martial ethos in myriad ways.1 Yet, in a humorous tone, he remarks that “no 
known suit of armor included an ironclad pocket to accommodate a handy tome laying out ‘The 
Code and Settled Rules of Chivalry.’”2 In part, Kaeuper is correct; ‘chivalry’ as a concept was 
and remains a hotly debated topic, by no means cut and dry, no “singular code or detailed list of 
inalterable practices.”3 But what if armor did indeed provide a “handy tome?” What if the 
harness, in its narrative and figural representation, was itself a tome – itself an instructional 
manual on desirable (and undesirable) behavior for the masculine martial elite? As will be 
apparent from much of the evidence cited in this thesis, these representations lead us not to a list 
of chivalric qualities, but a set of paradigmatic examples of character and actions from which 
knights may draw value. Thus, even in a single text, a protagonist might wear many faces. A 
knight, through his armor, may appear as the responsible steward of his property, an animalistic 
 
1 Richard W. Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 8-10; Kaeuper 
introduces three possible forms chivalry could take, none set in stone: chivalry might be considered the literal body 
of armored knights, as in the collective group of warriors; it might be the deeds enacted by knights on the battlefield; 
it might be their “desired sets of ideas and practices.” 
2 Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 10. 
3 Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 10. 
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warrior, an intelligent gift-giver. Perhaps the knight’s steel skin was more alive than historians 
imagine. 
 This thesis is primarily a contribution to the study of noble culture in late medieval 
England and France from roughly 1350 to 1410. It argues that assemblages of armor, known as 
“harnesses,” augmented knightly identity in four ways in texts and images; they were 
expressions and indices of noble virtue, character transformation, bodily violence, and 
homosocial bonding. These four functions offered the fighting aristocracy a conspicuously 
martial and masculine symbolic language to comprehend the shifting social fabric of the late 
fourteenth century. The representation of armor shows that knights not only actively addressed 
adaptation in their own coded way – questioning what made men more or less virtuous, which 
was the right path to manhood and knighthood, how knights might embrace violence and 
advertise their skills, and how to best maintain and elevate homosocial relationships – but they 
did so through one of the most atavistic materials available to them: their harnesses.  
 This thesis revisits the current orthodoxy that knighthood (an ethos of martial expertise) 
at the time of the Hundred Years War gradually adapted to social changes as it neither collapsed 
into obsolescence nor stagnated though the eighteenth century.4 It seeks to extend such research 
by revealing the mechanisms that allowed knights to discuss their world through the intimate, 
micro-level transitions articulated through armor. While these knightly adaptations have been 
observed in the shifting social complexion of English armies and muster rolls, in townscapes and 
the countryside, in marriage patterns and judicial courts and inventories, this research suggests 
 
4 For late medieval noble culture and its responses to social change, see Maurice Keen, Chivalry (London: Yale 
University Press, 1984), 244-9; Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 122-3, 153-4; Craig Taylor, Chivalry and the Ideals of 
Knighthood in France During the Hundred Years War (Cambridge University Press, 2014); Jonathan Sumption, The 
Hundred Years War Vol 3: Divided Houses (Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 2017); Jonathan 




important processes at work beneath the surface of knightly manuscripts and the images that 
adorned them.5 A look at armor as a motif in this textual and visual evidence maintains the 
importance of these social contexts, but allows for a more sincere treatment of the knight’s own 
values and concerns that may not directly map onto external social pressures. Transition and 
adaptation were not purely byproducts of social necessity; they were embedded in the very ethos 
of the martial aristocracy even as agents traditionally associated with the disappearance of the 
knight as a martial figure (such as the spread of plague, expansion of urban elites, and growth of 
paid professional soldiery) surfaced during the Hundred Years War.  
 Two historical contexts characterize the world of the late medieval knight for the 
purposes of this inquiry: the socio-cultural landscape of late fourteenth-century England and 
France and the peculiarity of transitional plate armor. The most momentous occurrence for 
knights in fourteenth-century western Europe was the inception and first stages of the Hundred 
Year War. From 1350 to 1410, the war witnessed its “Edwardian Phase” (1337-60) of English 
ascendancy under King Edward III followed by the “Caroline Phase” (1369-89) of French 
domination corresponding to the reign of King Charles V. Between these years of elevated, 
organized violence, intermittent peace treaties offered moments of respite even as knights 
flocked to the Free Companies. The rise of the House of Lancaster, and the reopening of the war 
under King Henry V with his Agincourt campaign in 1415, bookends these events. The notional 
peacetimes between these phases saw their share of disorder; peasant revolts, incessant warfare 
 
5 See Adrian R. Bell, Anne Curry, Andy King, and David Simpkin, The Soldier in Later Medieval England (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2013); S. J. Payling, “Social Mobility, Demographic Change, and Landed Society in 
Late Medieval England,” Economic History Review 45, (1992): 51; Rachel Ann Dressler, Of Armor and Men in 
Medieval England: The Chivalric Rhetoric of Three English Knights’ Effigies (Burlington: Ashgate Publishing 
Company, 2004), 93; Nigel Saul, Death, Art, and Memory in Medieval England: The Cobham Family and Their 
Monuments, 1300-1500 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 242. 
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in Spain, mercenary bands, and the (ill-fated) 1396 Nicopolis expedition offered the martial 
aristocracy ample opportunity to perform deeds of arms, but, as usual, at great personal risk.6 
 Against this backdrop of bloodshed, social changes multiplied. In England, professional 
soldiers such as non-noble men-at-arms and longbowmen (anachronistically assigned with the 
downfall of knighthood) swelled the ranks of royal armies and constituted the greater part of 
payrolls.7 Across the country, marriage alliances slowly fused many landowning families with 
the urban elite, while lines of aristocratic male lineage were depleted or extinguished by plague 
and warfare.8 In France, though a subcontractor system did not exist as it did in England, the 
rapid growth of Free Company mercenary outfits gave soldiers of all ranks the chance to advance 
themselves even as peasant unrest seethed.9 Alongside these developments, the Western Schism 
(1378-1417) exacerbated regional rivalries and claims to theological authority when noble 
houses promised support to either the Roman or Avignon papacy.10 Knighthood, in short, needed 
to reckon with anxieties relating to its interlocked social, cultural, military, and spiritual positions 
 
6 Anne Curry, Agincourt: A New History (The History Press, 2015), 223-33; Sumption, Divided Houses, 247-9, 728-
33. 
7 For discussions of this often-reductive perspective on the domination of infantry armies, see Alexander Grant, 
“Fourteenth Century Scotland,” in Michael Jones, ed., The New Cambridge Medieval History, vol. 6: c. 1300 – c. 
1415, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 350; May McKisack, The Fourteenth Century: 1307–1399 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1959), 39; J.F. Verbruggen, The Art of Warfare in Western Europe During the 
Middle Ages: From the Eighth Century to 1340 (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1997), 111. For a discussion of the 
English army subcontract superstructure, see Bell et al, The Soldier in Later Medieval England. 
8 For these demographic shifts, see Payling, “Social Mobility,” 51–73.; Edouard Perroy, “Social Mobility among the 
French Noblesse in the Later Middle Ages,” Past & Present, 21 (1962): 25–38; Andy King, "‘What Werre 
Amounteth’: The Military Experience of Knights of the Shire, 1369-1389." History 95, (2010): 418-419; Pamela 
Nightingale, “Knights and Merchants: Trade, Politics and the Gentry in Late Medieval England,” Past & Present 
169, (2000): 36-37; Kim M. Phillips, “Masculinities and the Medieval English Sumptuary Laws,” Gender & History 
19, (2007): 22-23. 
9 Anne Curry, Agincourt: A New History (The History Press, 2015), 223-33; Sumption, Divided Houses, 247-9, 728-
33. 
10 Sumption, Divided Houses, 247-9, 348-50, 730. 
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in a changing world. A kaleidoscope of shifting social textures and religious and political 
subversion, the latter half of the fourteenth century also witnessed the emergence of a more 
concentrated historical context – the production of transitional harness. 
 These violent years of 1350 to 1410 catalyzed the expansion and elaboration both of 
armor itself and its artistic representation by introducing improved protective technologies that 
offered men-at-arms a new vehicle for both bodily protection and the articulation of the self.11 
Known as “transitional armor,” the new harnesses appeared in the late thirteenth century and 
became popular by 1350.12 These armors occupied the “transitional” span (hence the name) 
between the use of primarily mail armor and “white armor,” or the burnished full-plate carapaces 
of the fifteenth century.13 Transitional armors combined the core elements of mail coats and steel 
and iron plates in a variety of ways, variously complemented by brass alloy (latten), cotton, 
leather, and even whalebone.14 Each harness might be fashioned to a knight’s tastes, his aesthetic 
preferences, his fighting style, his posture, his silhouette, his regional identity, and his economic 
means.15 A knight might choose between a visored bascinet or a more traditional battle helm 
(and sometimes both); he might want poleyns on his knees and favor oblong besagews to circular 
 
11 Tobias Capwell, Armor of the English Knight (Thomas Del Mar Ltd., 2015), 266; Derek G. Neal, The Masculine 
Self in Late Medieval England (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2008), 166-7; Capwell argues that armor 
“reflected not only the financial means and status but also the attitudes, age, and personality of the wearer.” Neal 
comments that “medieval Europeans made many statements through their attire, regarding their wealth, rank, marital 
status, and occupation.” 
12 Claude Blair, European Armor (London: B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1958), 53-76. 
13 Blair, European Armor, 53, 58. 
14 Blair, European Armor, 54-67, 156-7; Jean Froissart, Chronicles (New York: Penguin Books Ltd, 1978), 245; 
Jean Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, ed. Kervyn de Lettenhove (Bruxelles: Victor Devaux, 1867-77), 
vol. 10, 158-9; Froissart recalls the men from Bruges dressed in gauntlets partly made from whale skin (balaine) at 
the Battle of Roosebeke in 1382. 
15 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 36-41, 265-7.  
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ones; perhaps he would prefer full cuisses around his legs since he tended to fight on foot.16 This 
thesis refers to these harnesses as “assemblages” because armorers specialized in the production 
of certain elements, and a single armor might contain pieces from half a dozen manufacturers, 
greaves from a father and gauntlets from a cousin. A single harness could contain elements 
produced decades and hundreds of miles apart.17 In addition to the precious few remaining pieces 
of transitional plate armor, the depiction of harnesses on tomb effigies and brasses not only 
provides insight into the centrality of the knight’s equipment to his self-image, but a nearly 
photo-realistic representation of how his armor might appear (or at least how he wanted it to 
appear).18 For example, the brasses of Sir Mathieu de Montmorency (d. 1360) (fig.1), Sir Miles 
Stapleton (d.1364) (fig. 2), and Sir William de Breyene (d. 1395) (fig.3) witness the gradual 
migration of the shoulders outward and the waist inward, and use representations of transitional 
harness to give the masculine patron a fashionable, desirable outline.19 In all its complexity, 
transitional armor thus granted the late medieval knight a new silhouette to manipulate, a toolkit 
to accentuate his body, a vessel through which the warrior might assert his individual and 
corporate identities.20 
 To situate representations of armor in conversation with the world in which they were 
produced, and thus ultimately to arrive at a more nuanced view of the late medieval aristocracy, 
 
16 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 5, 264-7.  
17 Carolyn Springer, Armor and Masculinity in the Italian Renaissance (University of Toronto Press, 2010), 4-5; 
Blair, European Armor, 188-90; When “armor” appears in a late fourteenth century manuscript, it evokes not simply 
some generalized unitary “suit of plate,” but these fascinating and customizable assemblages. This reflection is 
observable through the visuals that complement the texts examined in this paper. As a technical note, besagews are 
small plates that protect the armpit, poleyns defend the knees, and cuisses protect the thighs. 
18 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 1-8, 20-1, 36-41; Dressler, Of Armor and Men, 93-4. 
19 Blair, European Armor, 53, 55. 
20 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 36-41, 265-7. 
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this thesis deploys material, semiotic, and narrative theory in combination. Material theory 
suggests that objects make individuals just as individuals create objects.21 Caroline Walker 
Bynum, in her landmark work Christian Materiality, provides the basis for a consideration of 
medieval material culture. Bynum argues that often in the medieval world, images were not 
simply representative – indeed, they often had power to become what they were meant to 
symbolize, as “medieval objects, both in how they behaved and how they were theorized by 
those who pondered them, were labile.”22 They were not static, but could change just as they 
changed their patrons. “To materialize,” Bynum says, “was to animate.”23 Medieval material 
culture – “the human body as well as the animal body, the body of the stars, or the body of wood, 
ash, and bone” and the body of steel and iron – therefore possessed an exceptional ability to 
perform beyond itself in constructive ways; even if objects did not literally always “become” 
something else, they certainly had an intimate bonds with the individuals around them. Bynum’s 
assessment provides a valuable working set of assumptions about the interplay between a knight 
and his armor; the object was not isolated or passive, but part of an unbreakable network with the 
knights and craftsmen who shaped it just as it shaped them. The object that appears in narrative 
and image was thus profoundly wedded to the knight’s sense of self.24 
 
21 Caroline Walker Bynum, Christian Materiality (New York: Zone Books, 2015), 31, 280-3; Bynum cites the work 
of Bruno Latour and Lorraine Daston, who champion the idea of object agency, but articulates meaningful 
departures in her own work: namely, that medieval objects might not only appear animated but indeed “be” 
animated, and that the medieval individuals who shaped and were shaped by these objects were aware of the 
possibilities of shifting matter.  
22 Bynum, Christian Materiality, 125, 280-3. 
23 Bynum, Christian Materiality, 125, 280-3. 
24 For other works on the capacity of armor in shaping knightly identity, see Dressler, Of Armor and Men in 
Medieval England and Capwell, Armor of the English Knight. 
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 Second, semiotic theory reveals patterns in the representation of these armors and weds 
them to perceptions of masculinity among knights.25 Developed by communication theorist C.S. 
Pierce, the terms “icon” and “index” refer to signs that operate in different ways in narrative, and 
in pictorial and plastic representation. An icon is a signifier that represents the signified by a 
direct visual analogy; for example, a manuscript illumination of a full steel carapace in battle is 
an icon of a warrior, meant to signify a knight.26 An index, on the other hand, implies a 
relationship through a rational connection in the eyes of its audience.27 For example, a gash in a 
hauberk implies a wound, shining helmets presuppose soldiers, and the appearance of purple and 
golden robes implies the presence of royalty.28 Though words themselves are signs, this thesis 
proceeds from the assumption that representations of armor would primarily evoke an image of 
harness on the part of the reader.29 Images depicting transitional armor are common in many 
manuscripts from this period – many in the works analyzed in this thesis – just as brasses and 
 
25 Springer, Armor and Masculinity, 10-11, 51; Springer deploys terms such as metonymy, icon, and synecdoche in 
her discussion of Renaissance armors, but relegates them to the background noise in her analysis. 
26 Charles Sanders Pierce, Peirce on Signs: Writings on Semiotic by Charles Sanders Peirce, ed. James Hoopes 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1991), 181. 
27 Pierce, Peirce on Signs, 181. 
28 This paper subsumes metonymy and synecdoche under the umbrella “index” since these figures of speech index 
the idea or existence of a rationally related thing by an attribute or name of the signified. 
29 The narrators themselves are also aware of the idiosyncrasies of different kinds of armor. For example, Froissart, 
in his description of Queen Isabella’s entry into Paris in 1389, includes the detail that “There were men 
impersonating all the famous knights who had fought at Saladin’s tournament equipped with the arms and armor 
which were used at that time” (Froissart, Chronicles, 353 and Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 14, 
9). In addition, Cuvelier, the writer of the Song of Bertrand du Guesclin, demonstrates acute knowledge of armor 
and its intricacies (Cuvelier, The Song of Bertrand du Guesclin, Nigel Bryant (trans.) (Woodbridge: The Boydell 
Press, 2019), 118-9, 140-2, 221). A third example, in his allegory of Christ as a knight, Nicholas Bozon (c. 1320) 
describes each element of Christ’s body as precise pieces of a harness (from Wilbur Gaffney, “The Allegory of the 
Christ Knight,” Publications of the Modern Language Association of America (1931): 155-68, cited in Springer, 
Armor and Masculinity, 49). These moments imply that the intricacies of harness and its idiosyncratic capabilities 
were a “given” – or at least easily evocable – to most of the aristocratic readership. 
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stone effigies populate cathedrals. These semiotic terms allow this paper to dissect the way in 
which armor communicates meaning in texts and images.30  
 Finally, the third element, narrative theory helps the historian to understand the ways in 
which these texts and images reconnect to late medieval culture by emphasizing the importance 
of motifs. In the words of Geertz, a cultural anthropologist, “cultures are ensembles of texts.”31 
As Geertz explains, these texts and the symbols that constitute them offer the anthropologist and 
the historian an imperfect but valuable window into the mechanisms behind a given culture.32 To 
be brief, the way to unlock these narratives can be found inter alia by attention to themes 
(concepts) and motifs (objects and things).33 When viewed with reference to the historical 
context of a text, these categories help the historian detect crucial patterns of cultural 
expectations, societal norms, and a sense of the ethos of the author and the readership (what 
Abbott terms “masterplots”).34 Similar patterns abound in the visual evidence of military effigies, 
brasses, and illuminations. Armor is one such conspicuous motif. Thus, this three-fold theoretical 
framework helps to formulate certain fundamental propositions: 1. Armor as an object is active 
in the construction and performance of human identity, 2. Its repeated appearance through icon 
and index reveals patterns in how it performs these actions in written and visual works, and 3. 
These patterns are formative elements of the culture in which these works are embedded.   
 
30 Springer, Armor and Masculinity, 10-11, 51, 174; Springer invokes Arjun Appadurai and Umberto Eco, both of 
whom suggest that luxury objects (in her case Renaissance ornamental armors) have “heightened semiotic value.” 
This thesis, in contrast, shows that non-ornamental armors, situated north of Italy two hundred years beforehand, 
have surprising semiotic value as well. 
31 Clifford Geertz, “Some Notes on the Balinese Cockfight,” Daedalus 101, (Winter, 1972): 29. 
32 Geertz, “The Balinese Cockfight,” 29. 
33 H. Porter Abbott, The Cambridge Introduction to Narrative (Cambridge University Press, 2002), 95-9. 
34 Abbott, Introduction to Narrative, 46-9. 
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 In combination, this tripartite consideration of materiality, semiotics, and narratology 
allows the analysis of relevant chronicle, biographical, and visual evidence to observe armor in 
action, mobilized by vibrant characters in tournaments and feasts and battles. Material theory 
suggests the active qualities of objects; semiotic theory explicates how these objects are 
communicative agents in text; narrative theory shows how themes and motifs isolate and 
emphasize elements of a shared culture that transcend the individual historical circumstance 
presented in a given passage of text. When armor appears in text and image, moments of material 
dynamism illustrate the various masculine modes – the licit and illicit, natural and unnatural 
performances of gender – that knights may perform. These expressions of masculinity, as 
articulated through steel harness, illuminate the substance of aristocratic value systems from 
roughly 1350 to 1410. Such an approach promises new insights into the study of the aristocracy. 
In sum, this thesis places armor in dynamic relationship with the actions and ethos of martial 
elites, which expresses masculinity while it illuminates noble culture and its relationship to social 
and cultural change.35  
 This analysis is an intervention into three historiographical traditions: the study of armor 
and materiality, recent work on gender and masculinity in a medieval context, and the history of 
chivalry as both an idea and a lived reality. First, the emphasis on the physical world of late 
medieval aristocracy provides this work not only with data on armor and its intricacies, but 
examples of its visual representation, as well as theories such as Bynum’s with which to 
approach such examples. Armor – and, by extension, its reification on tomb effigies and 
illuminated manuscripts – was largely the subject of antiquarians from the sixteenth century until 
 
35 Thus, this paper functions as a five-step metaphor. Theory is the vehicle for its tenor evidence, evidence for 
armor, armor for masculinity, and finally masculinity for martial aristocratic culture. 
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the mid-twentieth century.36 The result was a corpus of work characterized by heavy description; 
effigies were impeccably catalogued with attention to every physical detail. Processualist 
anthropologists used these material remains to document stylistic variation and regional identity 
in tombs and surviving pieces of armor. However, only since the end of the twentieth century 
have historians begun to understand tomb effigies as agents in the social world of the medieval 
aristocracy. Historians such as Nigel Saul and, more recently, Rachel Dressler, have spearheaded 
the consideration of tomb effigies – and the representation of armor upon them – as nexuses of 
lordly power and knightly identity.37  
 Echoing these works that foreground the material world of the knight, two recent studies, 
by Tobias Capwell and Carolyn Springer, scrutinize the object of armor as a vehicle for knightly 
identity.38 Capwell’s Armor of the English Knight (2015) focuses on English effigies and draws 
compelling conclusions about the simultaneous need for corporate and individual representation 
that knights sought to exercise; contrary to Saul and Dressler, Capwell demonstrates that armor 
on tombs did represent both collective and individual identity in its intricacies.39 His focus and 
attention to detail suggest promising models of material source interpretation. Likewise, Carolyn 
Springer’s Armour and Masculinity in the Italian Renaissance (2010) examines Italian 
Cinquecento armors and portraits of armor to ask similar questions: how does the material reflect 
 
36 See Dressler, Of Armor and Men, 4-11. 
37 Dressler, Of Armor and Men, 121-2; Saul, Death, Art, and Memory, 245-9. 
38 See Capwell, Armor of the English Knight; Springer, Armor and Masculinity. 
39 Saul argues that “it goes without saying that medieval effigies were not portraits” (English Church Monuments in 
the Middle Ages: History and Representation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 143; Dressler goes a step 
further and says they were portraits, but a portrait of collective belonging rather than of an individual (Of Armor and 
Men, 3-4); Capwell takes yet another step and says they were both portraits of the corporate and the individual 
identity of knights (Armor of the English Knight, 36-42). 
12 
 
manliness? Power? Authority? Though her subject is strikingly removed from the armor used in 
fourteenth-century England and France, and therefore produces a different semiotic, Springer 
draws conclusions productive to the analysis in this thesis. Both Capwell and Springer discuss 
armor and knightly identity with consistent reference to audience and social context – a model 
approach. 
 The second, more recent historiographical tradition is the study of knightly gender and 
masculinity: few works on medieval masculinity are satisfyingly focused either thematically or 
chronologically.40 Medieval masculinity as a field of study emerged in recent years as a subgenre 
of feminist and gender histories of the Middle Ages. Pioneered and critiqued by Judith Bennett in 
the late 1980s, a gendered approach to the medieval world opened new avenues for research and 
questioned assumptions about authority and power in a premodern context.41 Two works act as 
key interventions into this still underdeveloped field. Ruth Mazo Karras’ From Boys to Men 
(2003) – which forms the bedrock of current scholarship on late medieval masculinity – traces 
the knightly, clerical, and artisan journey from boyhood to manhood, and illustrates the variable 
and often conflicting roads one might take to achieve masculine recognition.42 Though it lacks 
regional specificity or a discussion of the material world, Karras’ emphasis on socially expected 
behaviors of men – and which qualities made them virtuous – never loses sight of the importance 
of homosocial judgement by a man’s peers. Derek Neal’s The Masculine Self in Late Medieval 
England (2009) demonstrates the value of chivalric and prescriptive literature in the study of 
 
40 Neal, The Masculine Self, 241-53. 
41 See Judith M. Bennett, Women in the Medieval English Countryside: Gender and Household in Brigstock before 
the Plague (Oxford University Press, 1987). 
42 See Ruth Mazo Karras, From Boys to Men: Formations of Masculinity in Late Medieval Europe (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003). 
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masculinity, especially alongside demographic data and court records.43 Neal observes that 
masculinity and femininity were not necessarily opposed to one another, and the medieval 
understanding of manliness crossed and uncrossed paths with womanliness like a woven braid.44 
Work by historians such as Karras and Neal suggests the ways in which masculinity might 
present itself in a medieval context and explores how a man’s successful navigation of power 
relations made him manlier. 
 Finally, the historiography of chivalry and noble culture illustrates the need for a 
perspective informed by both materiality and masculinity studies. The study of the late medieval 
martial aristocracy grew from lists of chivalric values into a complex interplay between 
intellectual, social, and cultural histories; some argued that knights became obsolete in the face 
of the early modern world, while others argued that the aristocracy stagnated into the eighteenth 
century as a ruling class.45 Maurice Keen’s Chivalry (1984), written in the midst of this 
 
43 Neal, The Masculine Self. 
44 Neal, The Masculine Self, 249-53. 
45 For an example of an older, “feudal” model of chivalry and noble culture, see Léon Gautier, Chivalry (G. 
Routledge and Sons, Limited, 1891); for a commentary on the state of the study of chivalry, see Frederik Buylaert, 
“The Late Medieval ‘Crisis of the Nobility’ Reconsidered: the Case of Flanders.” Journal of Social History 45, 
(2012): 1117-1118; Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 384-91. See also, for a discussion of chivalry’s paradoxical, 
negotiable, and endlessly fluctuating nature A Companion to the Medieval World, ed. Carol Lansing and Edward D. 
English (Hoboken: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 511. Lasing and English describe how “Kaeuper offers not the 
definitive definition or interpretation of chivalry, but rather a model for complex social analysis grounded in both 
literary and historical texts, one that eschews rigid structures and chronologies and instead embraces multiple voices, 
tensions, and possibilities.” The history of chivalry, written from both a social and, in recent decades, cultural 
perspective, informs the conversations of audience, authorship, and aristocratic attitudes between fighting men in 
this thesis. The study of “chivalry” as a cornerstone (and for all intents and purposes a synonym) of aristocratic 
martial culture exploded in the nineteenth century in the aftermath of Romantic works like Scott’s Ivanhoe, as 
historians attempted to codify chivalric rules and delineated the literary flair of chivalric works from the more 
‘concrete’ Feudal world, which was characterized as an unsavory reality from which chivalric culture offered 
respite. Historians like American Sidney Painter and French Guy Bois, both writing in the mid-twentieth century, 
cited a similar (artificial) split between fantasy and reality, and posited that the fourteenth century witnessed a 
tumultuous “crisis of the nobility” because of the Black Death and rise of urban populations. Many historians in the 
1970s and 1980s reacted to such an interpretation and emphasized the remarkable continuity of the nobility well into 
the modern world – and thereby created a rigid paradigm of their own. 
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crisis/continuity debate, offered a refreshing cultural perspective on an area dominated by social 
histories.46 Richard Kaeuper, who built on Keen’s work in 1999 from a cultural history 
standpoint, also attempted to reconcile the debate on aristocratic culture through an emphasis on 
value-neutral transition and shift rather than self-destructive upheaval or stasis. The work of 
Kaeuper characterizes most recent scholarship; it strikes a balance between the “ideals” of 
knighthood and the “rough texture” of the knight’s lived experience to treat the martial 
aristocracy on its own terms from a sincere perspective.47 Kaeuper’s Medieval Chivalry (2016) is 
primarily a work of cultural history that, like Jaeger’s Ennobling Love (1999), emphasizes how 
knights wrestled with and accepted paradoxes that can frustrate the modern reader.48 Yet these 
works on chivalry and the culture that produced it, though they present knighthood as a variable 
subject that both shapes and is shaped by its literature, do not lend enough attention to the 
material world of the knight, or its representation in texts. Keen hardly discusses armor, Taylor 
does not mention it, and Kaeuper relegates it to creative metaphors for knighthood. This neglect 
of the material leaves even these groundbreaking works somewhat detached from the knightly 
world. Kaeuper says that “if we think chivalry was only ideals, we will miss the rough texture of 
 
46 See Keen, Chivalry, passim. 
47 For more recent landmark works on chivalry see Keen, Chivalry; Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry; Taylor, Chivalry 
and the Ideals of Knighthood; Stephen C. Jaeger, Ennobling Love: in Search of a Lost Sensibility (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999). 
48 For an example of recent social history regarding late medieval knighthood in England, see Bell et al, The Soldier 
in Later Medieval England; This paradigm of transition rather than collapse or stagnation, now the orthodoxy in 
studies of late medieval aristocracy, colors the most recent interventions into the social complexion of the knight’s 
world. One useful example of such work is Bell et al’s The Soldier in Later Medieval England. In a study of muster 
rolls during the latter half of the Hundred Years War, Bell et al examine the institution traditionally credited with 
bringing about the demise of the ‘equestrian elite’ – English armies populated by men-at-arms and ‘common’ 
longbowmen. This exhaustive research on English armies suggests a far more complex image of transition and 
adaptation on the part of the aristocracy, rather than its destruction at the hands of paid foot soldiers. Lines blur 
between esquires, knights, and other men-at-arms as each group assumes different approaches to pathological, 
economic, and political threats. Social mobility is the rule, not the exception. The result is a picture of a shrinking, 
yet permeable and adaptable, martial aristocracy. 
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real life; if we think it meant only actions, we will deprive the knighthood of the ideals that were 
so important to them.”49 The analysis presented in this thesis suggests that a valuable crossroads 
between this “rough texture” and ideals may be found in knightly objects and their representation 
– the very physical, material, and yet symbolically freighted attendants of knights. Armor 
occupies this intersection of ideals and actions – the material sits astride the gap between what 
knights thought and what they did, since it is a register of both. Kaeuper and his predecessors 
were working with a methodological limitation that may be reexamined though studies of armor 
(previously regarded as a fringe item or passive byproduct of knightly culture) and masculinity. 
Thus, these three historiographies – materiality, masculinity, and chivalry and noble culture – 
must be brought together to explore important ways in which armor allowed knights to establish 
and increase their sense of self, and to complement the partially limited work of Kaeuper and his 
contemporaries which consigned the physical world of the knight to the sidelines.  
 Two principal types of sources represent transitional armor: texts and images. The former 
appears neglected even in recent historiography as a body of evidence wherein the historian 
might observe armor in action. Even recent groundbreaking work on objects and masculinity 
tends to avoid the presentation of these objects in storyworlds – yet, as we shall see, in narratives 
these armors are profoundly animated. Textual sources thus constitute the basis of the greater 
part of this thesis and are complemented by various visual data to illustrate commonalities. These 
texts include three knightly biographies, namely the Life of the Black Prince (1385), Song of 
Bertrand du Guesclin (1381), and Chivalric Biography of Jean II le Meingre Boucicaut (1409), 
along with other sources including Froissart’s Chronicles (c.1369-1400), Geoffroi de Charny’s 
Book of Chivalry (c.1350), Boccaccio’s Downfall of the Famous (c.1355-74), and Chaucer’s 
 
49 Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 11. 
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Knight’s Tale (c.1387-1400).50 Each of these works, which together cover a variety of genres, 
was designed to appeal in many ways to the martial aristocracy. These works were widely 
disseminated and consumed by the aristocracy throughout England and France.51 To a variable 
extent across these texts, the armored knight takes center stage as a hero, a fighter, a commander, 
an adjudicator. These texts offer important clues to the knight’s carefully curated self-image: 
how he made bonds with men and women, how he formed social expectations, how he shaped 
and performed his identity. The shared (though not exclusively) martial audience of these texts 
makes them apt for comparison, as does their authorship – all three knightly biographies, for 
example, were written by clerical or lay household members of their given subject’s retinue, and 
the authors of other works were intimately familiar with the workings of aristocratic culture.52 In 
this literature, armor appears as a recurring motif in conspicuous moments of male identity-
formation. It therefore grants the historian precious access into the storyworld where knightly 
audiences might watch themselves come to life, armor and all. 
 As a complement to these textual representations of harness, visual sources also represent 
and (in accordance with Bynum’s discussion of object lability) reify armor through tomb 
 
50 See Life of the Black Prince by the Herald of Sir John Chandos, ed. Mildred K. Pope and Eleanor C. Lodge 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1910); Cuvelier, The Song; The Chivalric Biography of Boucicaut, Jean II Le Meingre, 
trans. Craig Taylor and Jane H.M Taylor (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2016); Froissart, Chronicles; Geoffroi de 
Charny, The Book of Chivalry, ed. Richard W. Kaeuper and Elspeth Kennedy (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania, 1996); Giovanni Boccaccio, The Downfall of the Famous, ed. Louis Brewer Hall (New York: Italica 
Press, 2018); Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, V.A. Kolve and Glending Olson (eds.) (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 2005). 
51 See Boccaccio, Downfall, xxi-xxiii; The Chivalric Biography, 4; “Harley MS 4431.” Digitized Manuscripts. The 
British Library. Accessed November 11, 2020. 
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Harley_MS_4431.  
52 Cuvelier, The Song, 1-2; The Chivalric Biography, 7-11; Craig Taylor, A Virtuous Knight: Defending Marshal 
Boucicaut (Jean II Le Meingre, 1366-1421) (York: York Medieval Press, 2019), 1-10; Diana B. Tyson, “Authors, 
Patrons and Soldiers - Some Thoughts on Four Old French Soldiers' ‘Lives’,” Nottingham Medieval Studies 42 
(1998): 106-7, 109; Each of these knightly biographical texts resists categorization, however, since they are not 
recycled tropes, but contemporary images with dynamic meanings and immediate importance. Tyson’s work on 
these and similar texts provides an outstanding dissection of their value. 
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effigies, monumental brasses, and manuscript illuminations. Effigies present life-size knights, 
clothed in stone armors, as they wished to appear for eternity. A fighting man could hardly make 
a more powerful or personalized statement about the significance of his armor and his identity.53 
The effigies and brasses depict full-relief and low-relief knights in battle armor, respectively.54 
They were usually constructed with meticulous input from their patrons and cemented their 
social memory; the knights who commissioned the tombs often dictated what they wished the 
artist to produce.55 For example, the tombs of Sir Ralph Neville (d.1425) (fig. 4), Sir Ralph 
Greene (d.1417) (fig. 5), and Sir John Wyard (d.1404) (fig. 6) represent men of varying status 
within the knightly estate, from different regions around England, and offer a productive sample 
of the 978 surviving military effigies. These tombs, and the brasses like them, make knightly 
statements about their desired social and devotional position, in large part through their armor. 
Likewise, manuscript images illuminate the pages of many of the texts from which this thesis 
draws – including several from the work of Cuvelier and Froissart. In addition to these records, 
manuscripts with more fantastical illustrations such as the manuscripts of The Golden Legend 
(1382), Christine de Pizan’s Book of the Queen (c.1410-1414) and the Life and True History of 
the Good King Alexander (1420) also provide meaningful representations of armor in action.56 
 
53 Bynum, Christian Materiality, 58-61; Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 265-7; Nigel Saul, Lordship and 
Faith: the English Gentry and the Parish Church in the Middle Ages (Oxford University Press, 2017), 329; for a 
discussion of the traditional significance of burial rites to the English warrior class, see Roberta Gilchrist, 
“Rethinking Later Medieval Masculinity: the Male Body in Death,” Mortuary Practices and Social Identities in the 
Middle Ages: Essays in Burial Archaeology in Honor of Heinrich Härke (2009): 236-52. 
54 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 1-8, 20-1; Dressler, Of Armor and Men, 93-4. 
55 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 34-38; Dressler, Of Armor and Men, 81, 93. 
56 See The Golden Legend, London, British Library, MS Royal 19 B XVII, f.109; The Book of the Queen, London, 
British Library, MS Harley 4431, fols. 98v, 102v, 135r, 136v; Le Livre et le Vraye Hystoire du Bon Roy Alixandre, 
London, British Library, MS Royal 20 B XX, fols. 50r, 50v, 56r, 57r, 80v, 83v. It is likely that these artists were 
also typically familiar with the intricacies of armor. One striking example of this intimacy may be seen on the “Four 
Horsemen” tapestry (fig. 7) in the Castle Museum in Angers. Dating from c.1375-90, the tapestry portrays the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, each decorated in fantastical clothing and riding horses with the heads of lions that 
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Together, these textual and visual sources illuminate the four masculine functions of transitional 
armor – icons and indices for visible noble quality, character transformation, bodily violence, 
and homosocial bonding – which make the knight a man among men. 
 First, this thesis begins by considering the use of armor as an index of noble quality to 
question the ways in which the object contorts, reflects, or magnifies the internal virtues of the 
knight out onto his exterior. An interrogation of this internal-external component of knightly 
identity reveals how transitional harness reaffirmed a knight’s nobility as it was inscribed with 
knightly integrity. Next, this thesis examines the function of armor as a driver and symbol of 
character development and asks how a harness catapults knights into high favor or how its 
removal demotes the fighting man. Third, this thesis characterizes armor as a dual register of 
violence – of both the damage enacted by and upon the knight – and questions how the harness-
violence connection makes the knight virtuous. Finally, we shall examine the use of armor as a 
gift to establish and strengthen homosocial bonds.57 This section will reflect on how armor’s 
position among other gifts in knightly storyworlds, as well as its presentation on tomb effigies, 





spit fire from flaming mouths. Amid the otherworldly imagery, the “War” horseman seems oddly subdued; his 
armor appears as an accurate representation of fourteenth century transitional harness – an object that still suffices to 
instill fear. A similar example may be found on the 1410 Thouzon Altarpiece (fig. 8) in Provence, which depicts 
soldiers armed in almost photo-realistic harnesses despite their appearance in a heavily stylized biblical setting. 
57 For a synopsis of the effects of Marcell Mauss’s work on the gift as a concept, and its reception in medieval 
academia, see Emma Campbell, Medieval Saints’ Lives: The Gift, Kinship and Community in Old French 






SECTION 1: ARMOR AS A MARKER OF VIRTUE 
 
 The first major function of armor is as a signifier of noble panoply. In the knightly 
literature from 1350 to 1410, armor signals the presence of powerful men, transfers value 
through image, and foreshadows violent plot shifts by vesting knights with a martial status 
symbol. Occasionally, transitional armor even provides indices of royal authority. One such 
artifact is the battle-helm of Edward the Black Prince (d.1376) (figures 9 and 10). Presented as 
one of the prince’s funeral achievements (the panoply that originally hung above his tomb) his 
helmet features subtle signs of power; the left half of the faceplate is reinforced against blows of 
swords and lances, but the breaths on the right appear in the shape of a crown. This stylized 
headdress punched into the steel helmet marks the armor – and by extension the man beneath it – 
as distinctly royal.58 On occasion, armor does not only index the presence of warrior aristocrats; 
it becomes them. In the Life of the Black Prince, when the earl of Warwick, Thomas Beauchamp, 
receives the famed Geffroi de Charny before the Battle of Poitiers in 1356, he remarks of the 
impending combat that his French enemies have “four times more of men at arms clad in armor 
than we.”59 The use of the line gentez darmez et feer vestuz in this passage connects armor with 
 
58 This is not the only use of helmets as versatile devices to display individual status. Elaborate headdresses were 
often laced onto helmets, and frequently depicted the heads of stags, hounds, ‘Moorish’ women, lions, and other 
sorts of ornament. See, for example, the effigies of Sir Humphrey Littlebury (d.1365) (fig. 11), an unidentified 
Tewkesbury knight (d.1365) (fig. 12), and Sir Hugh Calveley (d.1394) (fig. 13). In contrast, many French tombs did 
not feature such ornamentation. See, for example, the effigy of Sir Robert de Bouberch (d.1420) (fig. 14). 
59 Life of the Black Prince, 27, 142, lines 909-11. 
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pride, the equipment of fighting men with noble attitude.60 By referring to armor as proud 
vestments, the biographer reaffirms the value of such equipment – certainly familiar to his 
audience – in the storyworld. In a similar passage in Froissart’s Chronicle, the noble Gascon 
Captal de Buch, Jean III de Grailly, leads a force of over two hundred knights on the march 
toward Poitiers. Froissart calls these men simply armeures de fier, using fier – iron – as a 
metonym for the knights it signifies.61 Thus armor assumes the position of the men it represents, 
a powerful shorthand for authors entirely comfortable with substituting knightly equipment for 
the knight.  
 Armor also signals the presence of fighting men by locating them in the narrative. 
Harness becomes an index of Edward of Woodstock’s presence as the leader of his expedition 
when he commissions his invasion of France; where it goes, he goes. Harness is an essential 
element of the duke of Lancaster’s household, a necessity for the chevauchée season that he 
routinely launched into the French countryside to burn resources and hamper the French war 
effort. “He [Edward] had all his vessels loaded,” the Chandos chronicler remarks, “with victuals 
and jewels, hauberks, helmets, lances, shields, bows, arrows, and yet more; he let ship all his 
horses and anon embarked, with all the noble knights.”62 In this passage, pieces of armor – 
hauberkes and helmes – appear alongside other markers of wealth – the ioialx, launces, and 
chiualx – to signify the royal household and prepare the reader for impending action.63 Yet this 
appearance of harness alongside horses and jewels is not always the case; armor alone is enough 
 
60 Life of the Black Prince, 27, 142, line 910. 
61 Froissart, Chronicles, 127; Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 5, 403-4 (sec. red.). 
62 Life of the Black Prince, 18, 140, lines 603-9. 
63 Life of the Black Prince, 18, 140, lines 604-7. 
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to signify the inception of a new expedition. Preparing for his 1356 campaign that culminated in 
the Battle of Poitiers, the Black Prince had “all his harness loaded; the barons took ship, and all 
the knights of repute.”64 Here, armor as material becomes the sole and visual complement of the 
men of nobility that populate the storyworld of the Chandos chronicler’s biography. Thus, armor 
acts as a spotlight for knights: where the steel goes, fighting men will necessarily be found.65 The 
armor significantly presupposes the appearance of knights in the text, implicitly marking their 
presence before the narrator mentions them explicitly. 
 While it heralds the appearance of the Black Prince and his knights, armor also signifies 
high panoply – the clothing and equipment of knights – through juxtaposition against ragged 
vestments. In a striking instance in the Song, when preparing to take the castle of Fougeray, 
Bertrand du Guesclin and his allies dress as workmen with ratty clothes covering their harness.66 
“I’ve already worked out,” Bertrand exclaims, “the way to get into this mighty castle… we’ll 
dress as woodcutters… But underneath we’ll be armed!”67 Here, the knight appears aware of 
how his accoutrements mark his identity. By simply obscuring their armor, the characters are 
immediately humbled, their proud equipment supplanted by ragged clothes. The image of 
Bertrand sneaking into the castle, from the British Library Ms. YT 35 of the Song (fig. 15), 
 
64 Life of the Black Prince, 44, 147, lines 1485-8. 
65 Analogous moments appear in Boccacio’s De Casibus, when Vitellius enters Rome in martial glory (Boccaccio, 
Downfall of the Famous, 182); in The Canterbury Tales, Chaucer describes how the knights Arcite and Palamon 
were identified through their noble armor (26, lines 1009-12); and in Froissart, where the knight called Dymoke 
appears in martial splendor at the feast celebrating the coronation of King Henry IV (Froissart, Chronicles, 466; 
Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 16, 208). 
66 Cuvelier, The Song, 41. 
67 Cuvelier, The Song, 41; Cuvelier, La Chanson de Bertrand Du Guesclin, Jean-Claude Faucon (ed.) (Toulouse: Éd. 
Universitaires du Sud, 1991), 24, lines 967-74. 
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illuminates the stark contrast between armor and cloth, between workman and knight.68 Bereft of 
his armor, Bertrand is recognizable as a knightly figure only by his customary battle axe. “To 
anyone who saw [Bertrand],” the narrator continues, “he looked every inch the woodcutter!”69 
The deception succeeds in spectacular fashion.70 Though it might seem obvious, the instance of 
visual deceit in this passage remains important; since homespun clothing signals workmen, 
shining steel implies nobility.71 Similar qualities of armor are observable in the Chroniques de 
France ou de Saint Denis (1380). An image of a French army assaulting the beleaguered city of 
Genoa shows gentry men-at-arms and common soldiers side by side. In this illumination (fig. 
16), knights uniformly appear with bascinets and visors obscuring their faces, with full armor, 
and with swords, lances, and war hammers.72 Archers and miners – though they do wear partial 
plate armor on their legs and arms – are most distinctly distanced from the knight not only 
through their weaponry but their lack of helmet and visor. Armor is not the exclusive domain of 
knights, but knights are signified through their armor – namely, the war helm. This illumination 
is reminiscent of Bertrand as knight contrasted to Bertrand as woodcutter. The character qualities 
immediately allocated to the knights in these moments of concealed and revealed identity, at 
 
68 “Surprise at Fougeray,” from La Chanson de Bertrand du Guesclin, by Cuvelier, 1380-1392, British Library, Ms. 
Yates Thompson 35, f. 16r. 
69 Cuvelier, The Song, 41; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 21, lines 995-9. 
70 Cuvelier, The Song, 42-3. 
71 An analogous moment occurs in Froissart, when the Bascot de Mauleon recounts his assault on the castle of 
Thurie, and how he took the fortress with himself and his men dressed as women (Froissart, Chronicles, 289; 
Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 11, 120). 
72 The image presents fairly accurate representations of hunsgugel visors (fig. 17), bascinets (fig. 18), and jupons 
(fig. 19). Jupons were frequently worn over armor to catch arrowheads in thick layers of cotton padding. 
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least in the eyes of those who behold them, reveal how forcefully harness connects image and 
character – and therefore how powerful an index it is.73 
 Though the narrator of the Song suggests that Bertrand’s use of humble clothing to imply 
momentary non-knightliness was licit and natural (given his pursuit of knightly deeds), two 
analogous moments in Froissart and Boccaccio offer a slightly different perspective on armor as 
a conveyor of nobility and humble clothing as its antithesis. In Froissart’s Chronicle, when 
Tresilian, one of the retainers of King Richard II, leaves Bristol in disguise, he dresses as a 
common man to imply his disconnection to the royal household. He departs the city dressed en 
habit d’un povre marchant et monte sur une basse haguenee, his impoverished appearance 
complemented by his ignoble horse.74 He is soon discovered and promptly executed by the 
king’s opponents. The message rings clear; when clothing speaks, it should speak honestly. In 
contrast to this moment of deceit, Boccaccio presents his interpretation of armor and image in his 
allegory of Poverty. In her verbal joust with Fortune, a proudly dressed figure, Poverty says she 
possesses “neither shield, lance, helmet, breastplate or charger,” but only her humble 
appearance.75 As with Bertrand, Poverty’s unhappy appearance is contrasted directly to armor. 
These moments suggest not only the importance of armor as a vehicle to express inward virtue, 
but the implications of dressing beneath one’s station. There is an important contrast; while 
 
73 For a discussion of the late medieval European conception of “visual materiality,” see Bynum, Christian 
Materiality, 101-4. See also L. O. Fradenburg, City, Marriage, Tournament: Arts of Rule in Late Medieval Scotland 
(Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), 208. In her analysis of the late medieval tournament, 
Fradenburg explores the role of incognito in shaping a knight’s identity. She argues that “the mask – the disguise – 
is itself a weapon both in love and in war…. War is theater – it is not outside the space of theater. And the 
tournament makes theater out of the theater of war and the drama of recognition and misrecognition inherent in it.” 
In this case, the “mask” is both Bertrand’s armor as a knight and his ragged clothing as a woodcutter. 
74 Froissart, Chronicles, 319; Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 12, 267. 
75 Boccaccio, Downfall, 66. 
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Bertrand assumes humble clothing to return to his masculine armored self, and perform noble 
deeds of arms, Tresilian uses it as a method of escape from his duty. As with the allegory of 
Poverty, humility in the face of impending conflict is permittable – and may indeed prove 
virtuous – while humility as a means of avoiding violence is not.  
 It is particularly revealing that armor operates as an allegorical vehicle for a knight’s 
inward nobility and virtue. This concept is perhaps best incapsulated in the words of Sir Geffroi 
de Charny, who died in battle at Poitiers in 1356. In his Book of Chivalry, he prescribes that “if 
you want to be armed elegantly and stylishly and desire that your arms be remembered… seek 
constantly and diligently opportunities to perform deeds of arms.”76 What Charny describes is 
this cycle of outward virtue expressing inward nobility, both magnifying each other, and best 
represented in the Song when Bertrand attends his first tournament at Rennes. When the young 
Bertrand sees knights outside Rennes arrayed in fine armor, he cries out to God that his martial 
talent without armor is like buried treasure.77 His words assure the reader that one must indeed 
look the part to act the part.  
 This tendency of harness to harmonize externality with internal virtue highlights the 
direct connection between man’s appearance and moral constitution in climactic moments before 
battle.78 As the English and the French assemble before the Battle of Cocherel in 1364, Cuvelier 
likens knights to pristine figures of heavenly design. The “French,” he remarks, “arrayed there in 
 
76 Charny, The Book of Chivalry, 192-5. 
77 Cuvelier, The Song, 33; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 17, XXIII, lines 633-40. 
78 Cuvelier, The Song, 114, 224; Phillips, “Masculinities and the Medieval English Sumptuary Laws,” 22-42; this 
conflict of visuality is by no means an invention of literary fancy; it was also deeply seated in the social realities of 
the late fourteenth century. Courts of Chivalry and repeated issuance of sumptuary laws attempted to regulate dress 
based on social strata, and as often as not failed to do so. 
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the field, nobly armed [were] a fine display – they looked like shining angels.”79 Cuvelier 
conjures a parallel image before the fateful Battle of Najera in 1367 as well. He describes the 
proud army of the Black Prince: “the sun dazzled from their shining arms… [and] they looked 
like angels descended from the heavens.”80 Harness, by giving the knights who wear it the 
appearance of celestial beings, thus affirms their quality as noble fighting men. Even more 
significantly, these similes likening the men to angels appear only on the victorious side – to the 
French at Cocherel and the English at Najera.81 Froissart presents Scottish knights likewise 
before their successes during the 1327 invasion of England, and French knights before their 
victory at Roosebeke in 1382.82 This recurrent selective application of simile suggests that armor 
does not only attach nobility to fighting men, but indeed magnifies and reflects the nobility 
within, since those whose armor looks heavenly stand victorious in pitched battle.83 This echoes 
the words of Charny: should a man’s harness shine, it indexes his deeds of arms, and vice versa. 
What is significant about these passages, therefore, is that they provide points of transition; they 
 
79 Cuvelier, The Song, 114; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 107, lines 5207-11. 
80 Cuvelier, The Song, 224; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 237, lines 11959-62. 
81 See also Cuvelier, The Song, 232; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 247, CDXXIII, lines 12449-53; Cuvelier, The Song, 141; 
Cuvelier, La Chanson, 138, CCXLIV, lines 6828-32l, where the French army appears in splendor before the Battle 
of Auray. 
82 Froissart describes the Scottish not as shining angels, but in a more rugged and hardy context that celebrates their 
martiality without fanfare (Froissart, Chronicles, 48; Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 2, 144); 
CJF/ODF 247-8/Book 10: 168-9; Froissart writes in awe of the French discipline as they arm themselves in an 
impressive array and silently await their enemies, unmoving, upon the Golden Hill (Froissart, Chronicles, 247-8; 
Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 10, 168-9). 
83 Fradenburg, City, Marriage, Tournament, 203-8. Fradenburg discusses the powerful linkage of knightly 
appearance to nobility and virtue; “a particular exterior which is… always engaged with a world within.” She asserts 
that the self “exists through its appearances,” and that “the decorated body of the knight is a site wherein the 
coincidence of exteriority and inner virtue is pictured for the gaze. The decorated body itself becomes a border, but 
the kind of border on which is played out the identity of that which lies on either side… the drama of recognition 
entails an agon simultaneously of the body and of the gaze.” The passages in this paper show Fradenburg’s theory in 
action well before the fifteenth century. 
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simultaneously mark armored men as noble and virtuous and foreshadow the immediate arrival 
of violent combat. 
 When operating as noble panoply to index fighting men, armor signals crucial plot shifts. 
It re-centers the reader’s attention on noble warriors and places the armored protagonists in the 
spotlight.84 “Very nobly did the gentle Prince order his payment,” the Chandos chronicler says in 
the Life as the duke of Lancaster assembles his invasion force.85 The chronicler proceeds to list 
the appearance of noble retinues as they prepare for the French expedition: “then might you see 
swords and daggers forged at Bordeaux, coats of mail, and bascinets, lances, axes, and gauntlets. 
Exceedingly noble would the equipment have been, had there been thirty kings.”86 By specifying 
elements of a knight’s harness and calling the equipment noble, the narrator simultaneously 
reaffirms the value vested in and by armor while also theatrically presenting the reader with a 
montage of battle preparation. This move – by the mention of armor – effectively prepares the 
reader for imminent violence and invokes the noble deeds these men might undertake.87 
 The same simultaneous function of knightly equipment as noble marker and plot primer 
is utilized to spotlight single combat. In the Song, when an English knight, Sir Thomas, 
wrongfully captures Bertrand’s brother Oliver, at the siege of Dinan, the two decide to duel.88 
 
84 This is a robust and durable motif; the French lace helmets and organize themselves before the Battle of 
Roosebeke in 1382 (Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 10, 162); the Black Prince musters his army at Bordeaux before his 
Spanish campaign (Cuvelier, The Song, 221; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 233, CDIV, lines 11739-44); Cuvelier describes 
the preparations of the French army at Auray in 1364 (Cuvelier, The Song, 140; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 137, 
CCXLII, lines 6768-72); the garrison of La Rochelle prepares for combat by burnishing arms and armor (Froissart, 
Chronicles, 184; Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 8, 183); the English army polishes its armor 
before the Battle of Crecy in 1346 (Froissart, Chronicles, 83; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 5, 26 (sec. red.).  
85 Life of the Black Prince, 62, 152, lines 2023-4. 
86 Life of the Black Prince, 62, 152, lines 2025-30. 
87 Life of the Black Prince, 62, 152. 
88 Cuvelier, The Song, 73. 
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The narrator recounts in detail Bertrand’s armor as he sets the scene for battle: “he had himself 
superbly armed,” Cuvelier says, “as befitted a knight about to do battle, with plate armor on 
chest and back, and greaves, too… and he was given a splendid bascinet, and gauntlets with iron 
spikes (much to be feared).”89 In a comparable moment, Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale witnesses the 
fictitious Arcite supply armor for both himself and Palamon to fight a duel to the death.90 These 
passages reveal how the donning of armor vests Bertrand, Arcite, and Palamon in the trappings 
of knighthood and confirms their nobility while also flagging an important plot moment. 
Cuvelier constructs a parallel image before the Battle of Auray in 1364 as “horns and trumpets 
blare” while “many a fine, double-meshed hauberk was donned, many swords were girded, many 
bascinets laced.”91 Here, like the appearance of steel before Cocherel and Najera, the use of 
armor at the Battle of Auray prepares the reader and foreshadows violent combat.92 Thus, by 
signaling the presence of knights and preparing the reader to encounter violence, armor signifies 









89 Cuvelier, The Song, 73; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 60, lines 2804-10. 
90 Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, 40, lines 1630-2. 
91 Cuvelier, The Song, 140; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 137, lines 6768-71. 






SECTION 2: ARMOR AS A VEHICLE FOR TRANSFORMATION 
 
 While armor suggests noble panoply through its presence and visuality, it performs a 
second major function as an agent for character development in text and image; as an icon and 
index, armor acts as a vehicle for transition so – to borrow from Karras – boys become men, 
knights become knightlier, and, in rare instances, gender boundaries become permeable.93 When 
worn, armor subsumes, magnifies, and invigorates to make men manlier; when uncovered, it 
emasculates. Charny describes this process in his Book of Chivalry when he writes that “You 
should make your armor more elegant with such work [deeds of arms]; and whoever achieves the 
most is the most transformed and adorned.”94 Thus a cyclical process emerges. As armor reveals 
character, and deeds enhance the armor, so might the knight achieve new heights of recognition 
through his harness, imbued with the implication of such virtuous deeds. 
 The most obvious transition that armor catalyzes is the shift from boyhood to manhood. 
A clear example of this growth occurs when Bertrand attends his first tournament at Rennes in 
1337. In his youthfulness, Bertrand fixates on his physical unattractiveness; he worries that 
ladies at the grand tournament will not like him.95 Obsessed with his image, upon his arrival at 
the tournament Bertrand begs his cousin to give him armor. His cousin complies, which gives 
 
93 The overtly masculine tone of the boy’s martial journey to manhood – in this paper, facilitated by the acquisition 
and use of armor – is discussed in Karras, From Boys to Men, 20-66. 
94 Charny, The Book of Chivalry, 194-5. 
95 Cuvelier, The Song, 32-3; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 17, XXII-XXIII, lines 614-22, 633-40; When he sees knights 
and ladies well-dressed at Rennes, Bertrand appeals to God and mourns his lack of handsome armor and clothes. 
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Bertrand great joy.96 Here, the donning of armor marks a tonal shift in the Song from mixed 
mockery and caution (Bertrand draws “ridicule” among spectators for his hideous face and his 
paltry appearance) to one of admiration.97 Once Bertrand assumes his cousin’s helm, he smashes 
opponents and draws the attention of several knights; one cries “By God! Who hit me?.”98 They 
look on in awe and behold a helmeted man with an obscured face. No longer is Bertrand ugly 
and bulky; he is a proud warrior because his visor and arms conceal his visage and subsume 
personal features within martial ones.99 Once equipped with the accoutrements of knighthood, as 
if a floodgate opens, Bertrand’s deeds finally speak for themselves (the proverbial “buried 
treasure” is unburied, even as his face is hidden beneath the helmet), and they speak louder than 
any other at the tournament even though – or perhaps because – his opponents had “no idea of 
his identity or name.”100 They only saw the steel visage of a knight. Here armor operates as an 
icon: it physically resembles a man, it approximates the silhouette of a knight, and immediately 
invokes the likeness of a warrior.  
 This transformation does not occur in isolation, but must be recognized by the men and 
women around a given protagonist.101 Once Bertrand’s face is finally revealed at the end of the 
 
96 Cuvelier, The Song, 32-3. 
97 Cuvelier, The Song, 32; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 16, XXI, lines 592-6; people laugh at Bertrand’s horse and 
appearance when he enters Rennes 
98 Cuvelier, The Song, 33-4; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 18, XXV-I, lines 691-7,713-4, 720-7; the crowd of knights 
exclaims “what a fine squire.” 
99 Cuvelier, The Song, 34; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 19, XXVI-XXVII, lines 720-7, 735-8; a knight at Rennes, 
impressed by Bertrand’s ability, is told that his identity will only be revealed once someone removes his helm. The 
whole crowd is mystified by Bertrand’s hidden identity. 
100 Cuvelier, The Song, 33-4; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 17-9, XXIII, lines 633-40, 735-8; see also, for a discussion of 
bodily markers as identity-makers, Dressler, Of Armor and Men, 2-3; and Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 36-
41.  
101A similar instance occurs in The Chivalric Biography, 23-33; Le Livre des Fais du Bon Messire Jehan le 
Maingre, dit Bouciquaut, Mareschal de France et Gouverneur de Jennes, ed. Denis Lalande (Geneva: Librairie 
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tournament, he receives praise from his father, the other knights, and the ladies, and finds 
himself elevated into favor at royal courts.102 Harness, by sublimating Bertrand’s identity 
beneath his shuttered helmet as an icon, thus powerfully catalyzes his transition from ugly youth 
to promising warrior – a profoundly masculine development. This transition of Bertrand from 
boy to man mirrors one of the most famous moments in Froissart, where, in the closing stages of 
the Battle of Crécy, King Edward III tells his son’s handlers to “let the boy win his spurs.”103 
Froissart implies that the boy, Edward of Woodstock, had been under his battle-helmet 
throughout the engagement; armor thus accompanies the Prince in a conspicuous moment of 
masculine recognition.104 The “spurs” that the future Black Prince wins are a direct metonym, as 
a piece of his harness, for his manhood and honor, for which he earns high praise.  
 The process of becoming manly through armor is not a one-off moment, but a continual 
search for proper harness that a knight may call his own. In the narrative, though Bertrand du 
Guesclin performs well in his cousin’s armor as a “squire” in the tournament at Rennes, he 
requires a second metamorphosis to claim the full trappings of knighthood as he acquires his 
own harness. Bertrand, still a young knight trying to make a name for himself, sees an English 
knight in the woods outside Rennes.105 Cuvelier describes in detail how “at that very moment he 
 
Droz, 1985), 20. Though the Biography provides sparse detail compared to the Song, it is nevertheless revealing that 
armor functions in such a similar way to transform the central figure and vest him with the trappings of manhood. 
The young Boucicaut’s donning of arms by the king marks a significant narrative shift from his boyhood to his 
identity as a young man; it establishes the teleological link between a “remarkably early start” to his career and his 
destiny as a famous knight. 
102 Cuvelier, The Song, 35; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 20, XXVIII, lines 773-7; when a Norman knight at Rennes strikes 
off Bertrand’s helmet, the crowd rejoices. 
103 Froissart, Chronicles, 92; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 5, 62-3 (sec. red.). 
104 Froissart, Chronicles, 93; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 5, 66 (sec. red.). 
105 Cuvelier, The Song, 38; Cuvelier, Chronique de Bertrand du Guesclin, ed. Ernest Charriere (Paris: Typ. de 
Firmin Didot frères, 1839), 29, 711-14; eight manuscripts of the story of Bertrand remain - the Chronique contains 
certain episodes that the Chanson does not, including the anecdote of Bertrand battling an English knight for his 
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glanced to the right and saw a superbly armored knight… with a shining lance and shield, 
bascinet and camail – all the armor he could wish.”106 Bertrand, excited at the prospect of 
winning himself his own harness (as opposed to a loan from his cousin), engages in combat with 
the Englishman who yells bellicose taunts and tries to kill him and his squire.107 After he kills the 
English knight and his servant in a duel, Bertrand “stripped the dead and took their armor, and 
Bertrand was soon the image of a knight indeed!”108 Here, by donning the equipment of his 
fallen opponent, Bertrand appears to climb ever closer to his aspirations.109 The armor has 
immediate effects on individuals around Bertrand as well; when he returns home, his mother 
wonders, “Have you become a knight since Tuesday?”110 In this passage the bascinet and camail 
carry significant value; they give the fledgling knight Bertrand the capacity to become a man. By 
covering himself with armor, and acquiring it by his own violent deeds, Bertrand changes in 
character; he becomes manlier, knightlier.  
 
armor. The Chronique and Chanson differ because they draw from different verse manuscripts, though they 
essentially tell the same story. Here, even the manner by which Bertrand identifies the knight as English is 
significant since he does so “from [the knight’s] gear.” 
106 Cuvelier, The Song, 38; Cuvelier, Chronique, 29, lines 698-703.  
107 Cuvelier, The Song, 39. 
108 Cuvelier, The Song, 39; Cuvelier, Chronique, 31, lines 780-5. 
109 Neal, The Masculine Self, 167; even the desire itself indexes Bertrand’s knightly abilities and transformation into 
a man;  as Neal argues, to attack and kill a man for the desired object  is masculine in quality, since it is 
“approaching” and “possessive” rather than “admiring” and “distant.” Thus, the steel harness is a lodestone – an 
item to be sought – that reflects Bertrand’s manliness even before it is his. 
110 Cuvelier, The Song, 39; Cuvelier, Chronique, 32, lines 801-2.; see also Dressler, Of Armor and Men, 11, 93. 
Dressler explains how tomb effigies necessarily reconstructed an individual’s social position by granting martial 
quality to the deceased by portraying them in armor with the trappings of soldiers. No matter the man’s real social 
position or anxieties, his image made in armor would cement his knightliness in posterity. Thus, effigies 
representing armored men functioned as a nexus for the construction and reconstruction of identity; the Song 
suggests a similar instance occurring here. 
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 Yet a third and final level of development occurs to fully establish Bertrand as a knight 
worthy of his peers, when even his enemies affirm his virtue. Bertrand challenges an English 
knight to single combat during the siege of Rennes.111 When preparing for the duel – much to the 
distress of his aunt – Bertrand dons his armor and helmet.112 His demeanor immediately becomes 
bellicose, and he laughingly shouts insults back at her.113 His violent appearance draws the 
attention of the English duke of Lancaster and the earl of Pembroke, who say “Look at him – 
he’s completely fearless!”114 These passages affirm that Bertrand has indeed changed in the eyes 
of his family, his peers, and his betters. But only through covering himself in steel could 
Bertrand affect such a transformation. Thus, the shell of armor functions as a transformative icon 
and index, an obscuring vessel for the metamorphosis of the Song’s central character as it 
catapults him from boyhood to manhood. By physically marking the boy’s face with a visor and 
his chest with a camail and hauberk, Bertrand’s harness compels those who see him to recognize 
him above all as a knight capable of manly deeds, in stark contrast to the ugly boy with a face 
not even his mother could love. Yet it is important to note that there are three moments where 
Bertrand acquires armor to move him toward manliness – not a single event but an ongoing 
process. 
 To understand how distinctly powerful armor is as a vehicle for character transformation, 
it is useful to turn to unconventional cases. These many examples of heightened masculinity beg 
the question, where are the women? On many effigies and brasses, the visible woman served as 
 
111 Cuvelier, The Song, 60. 
112 Cuvelier, The Song, 60. 
113 Cuvelier, The Song, 60. 
114 Cuvelier, The Song, 61; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 47, lines 2156-7. A discussion of focalization as a narratological 
concept promises interesting results in future research. 
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contrast to the armored, fashionably wasp-waisted knight beside her. For example, the brasses of 
Sir Thomas de Beauchamp (d.1401) (fig. 20) and Sir William Willoughby (d.1410) (fig. 21) 
deploy representations of armor to exaggerate softness in contrast to hardness, femininity as 
against masculinity, the body enshrouded from the gaze versus the exoskeletal presentation of a 
man ready for combat, physical constitution clearly visible. However, in rare instances, armor 
appears as the property of women, and therefore offers nuance to this discussion. Boccaccio’s 
Downfall of the Famous uses armor as a vessel for character transformation in moments that 
challenge what some historians consider an omnipresent chivalric urge to separate the masculine 
and the feminine.115 The Downfall, much like the Song and the Biography, would have been 
readily familiar to the aristocracy in France and England.116 During this moralistic litany of his 
imaginary encounters with famous ancient figures, Boccaccio recounts the story of Zenobia, a 
proud queen of the Palmyrene Empire, who conquered Roman lands before falling into captivity 
in Rome. “Zenobia was endowed with the spirit of a man,” Boccaccio writes, “arming herself not 
according to feminine weakness, but in the glitter of military severity.”117 He laments her capture 
by the Romans, using armor as a motif to contrast her proud and humble states; “Helmeted, she 
had inspired soldiers; aproned, she heard the trifles of servant girls.”118 Her armor gives the 
Palmyrene queen the unusual ability to appear masculine.  
 
115 For such claims, see Ad Putter, “Transvestite Knights in Medieval Life and Literature,” in Jeffrey Jerome Cohen 
and Bonnie Wheeler, ed., Becoming Male in the Middle Ages (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1997): 287, 293; 
Karras, From Boys to Men, 11. 
116 See Boccaccio, Downfall, xxi-iii and The Chivalric Biography, 4; Boccaccio was an ambassador to the papal 
court at Avignon, and the French also occupied Genoa and maintained an unpopular presence in the Italian 
peninsula in the latter half of the fourteenth century. Boccaccio’s work was also cited by French and Burgundian 
authorities in judgement of the duke of Burgundy, who admitted to the murder to the duke of Orleans in 1407. 
117 Boccaccio, Downfall, 195. 
118 Boccaccio, Downfall, 196. 
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 Boccaccio’s admiration of Zenobia – the woman with a knightly heart – sits in stark 
contrast to his depiction of the Merovingian Queen Brunhilda and the Roman Emperor Nero, 
both of whom attempted in life to challenge the “natural” order of gender.119 When Brunhilda 
fictitiously cries to the narrator about her pitiful downfall, asking why he thought her a liar, he 
replies, “If a crown changed the nature of your sex, I would not say so.”120 Boccaccio thus 
implies that a crown, even as an object imbued with symbols of authority, cannot make 
Brunhilda more masculine. Likewise, Boccaccio condemns Nero for his attempts to transform a 
young boy into his wife, and says “Insanely, he [Nero] tried to change the boy’s nature into that 
of a woman by removing his testicles. When this proved useless, he dressed the boy like an 
empress and went through a festive nuptial ceremony with him.”121 In these instances, neither a 
crown nor imperial robes nor castration itself may licitly make a man feminine or a woman 
masculine. Strikingly, it is armor – borne by Zenobia – that allows Boccaccio to at least make 
sense of, if not justify, such a blend of maleness and femaleness.122 
 This theme of armor indexing manliness and affecting character transformation – and 
thus exploring masculinity in unconventional ways – is not isolated to Boccaccio. In the 
Biography, when the young Boucicaut receives a new harness from King Charles, il s’aloit 
remirant comme une dame bien atournee; “he paraded around like a lady in a new outfit.”123 A 
 
119 For Boccaccio’s interest in the natural state of his world, see Boccaccio, Downfall, xiii. 
120 Boccaccio, Downfall, 208. 
121 Boccaccio, Downfall, 175. 
122 Boccaccio, Downfall, 194-6; one might be tempted to assume that Zenobia does not seem to possess 
“womanliness,” and is only nominally non-male, but Boccaccio and other emerging humanists are sure to emphasize 
her ‘stunning feminine beauty’ as well, not simply her more masculine aspects. 
123 The Chivalric Biography, 28; Le Livre, 20. 
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comparable instance occurs in the Song at the Battle of Cocherel, as Cuvelier recounts how 
Bertran et sa gent sont ensemble tenu./ En aprouchant Anglois s’en vont le pas menu/ Ainsi 
c’une espouse va espouser son dru; “Bertrand and his men held fast, and then started stepping 
towards the English like a bride towards her groom.”124 Coupled with Boccaccio’s portrayal of 
Zenobia, these passages suggest that armor is unusually situated to grant women – made 
masculine by the steel – some access to the world of men. The harness covers the woman, much 
like the young Bertrand, and magnifies her virtues traditionally considered to be the prerogative 
of fighting men: she appears outwardly proud, courageous, bellicose. Likewise, Bertrand and 
Boucicaut might be permitted a sense of feminine expression, secure in the knowledge that their 
armor holds firm their masculinity. For example, Boucicaut’s harness – his proverbial “new 
outfit” – protects his masculinity just as it pokes fun at it. In both cases, whether through ironic 
juxtaposition or not, armor catapults the knight’s maleness to new heights, but, significantly, not 
always through a direct contrast to feminine affect. 
 If armor facilitates typically masculine – or at least positive or ‘natural’ – character 
development by covering its bearer, the involuntary (or coerced) uncovering of armor is used for 
negative transformation and emasculation. In many instances, the removal of armor – especially 
the helmet – exposes the men beneath, emasculating them and demoting their standing as men.125 
 
124 Cuvelier, The Song, 115; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 108, lines 5252-4. 
125 Examples of this theme are myriad: Atilius is brought before the Carthaginians in chains in contrast to the robes 
of a general (Boccaccio, Downfall, 115); Zenobia is humiliated as the removal of her armor is contrasted with her 
apron (Boccaccio 196); on the battlefield where troops of King Theseus find Arcite and Palamon, scavengers strip 
the defeated of their armor (Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, 26, lines 1005-6); the Black Prince shames Bertrand’s 
opponent, Sir Thomas, by stripping his armor (Cuvelier, The Song, 77; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 65, CXI, lines 3044-
6); King John of France surrenders his gauntlet at Poitiers in 1356 (Froissart, Chronicles, 141; Froissart, 
Chroniques, vol. 5, 454 (sec. red.)); the six leading burghers of Calais announce their readiness to shame themselves 
upon surrender and strip to their shirts in the presence of King Edward III (Froissart, Chronicles, 107; Froissart, 
Chroniques, vol. 5, 202 (sec. red.); the Count of Flanders escapes a beleaguered Bruges by night as he discards his 
armor and dons his servant’s robe (Froissart, Chronicles, 238; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 10, 36-7); finally, in an 
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For example, after the Battle of Cocherel, the French “stripped the helms from all their prisoners 
and left them bare-headed.”126 In this passage, the removal of armor emasculates by relegating 
English soldiers from knights to captives, from enforcers to receivers, from agents to objects. 
Later in the Song, the French ally King Henry of Trastamere attacks an English knight and 
“seizing him by his shining helm he tore it from his head and took him captive.”127 Here, 
Cuvelier again tightly relates removal of armor with change in power dynamics and subservience 
– the lack of harness is the defining signifier of such a transformation. One image from Christine 
de Pizan’s Book of the Queen, presented to Isabel of Bavaria at the behest of French King 
Charles VI, shows Achilles and Hector – in a realistic example of transitional armor as it 
appeared at the turn of the fifteenth century – in mortal combat (fig. 22). The two warriors 
collide on horseback as Achilles drags the helmet from his dying foe.128 It is significant that the 
artist chooses to represent Hector’s demise not through gory wounds or bloodless skin, but 
through his deprivation of armor. In both these textual and visual scenes, the removal of the 
knight’s helm relegates his standing from a proud warrior to a humbled prisoner, from a knight 
among knights to an object of them. The anonymous Boucicaut biographer employs a similar 
uncovering of armor for a parallel effect. In the Biography, after the disaster at Nicopolis in 
1396, the Christian defeat is accentuated, and the French are emasculated, by being deprived of 
their armor – their outward protection and prestige – and “stripped to their shifts.”129 This 
 
interesting moment of comparison, the count of Foix shaves his head bare in shame upon the death of his son 
(Froissart, Chronicles, 274; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 11, 100). 
126 Cuvelier, The Song, 120; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 114, lines 5554-5. 
127 Cuvelier, The Song, 240; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 257, lines 12954-6. 
128 “Harley MS 4431.” Digitized Manuscripts. The British Library. 
129 The Chivalric Biography, 69; Le Livre, 11-2, 15-6, 114. 
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stripping, echoed many times in the Song, signals a change in the narrative status of certain 
individuals. Juxtaposed against the way in which armor performs to grant Bertrand, Boucicaut, 
and even Zenobia their manliness, these moments of uncovering act as equally powerful but 
inverse instances of armor’s transformation of the individual. Together, these instances of armor 
catalyzing character metamorphosis suggest the material’s fundamental importance to the social 



























SECTION 3: ARMOR AS A REGISTRY OF VIOLENCE 
 
 The third major function of armor, beyond its chiefly transformative abilities, is its 
registry of the violence enacted upon and through the knightly body. The capacity of armor to 
physically record the wounds sustained and dealt by the knight indexes both his masculine body 
and his martial skills. Representations of harness showcase both the warrior’s body and his 
ability by acting as a canvas for his skills and his wounds, and reveal that knights believed their 
bodies should both enact and reflect violence as remembrance of masculine deeds.130 When 
highlighting the body of the knight, harness accentuates and changes the male physique by 
hardening, protecting, and augmenting it. A famous example from the Biography recounts 
Boucicaut’s exercise regimen as a young man. Armor acts as an antagonistic agent during these 
scenes since it weighs on his back and restricts his breath to physically shape his body. “He 
would train himself to leap fully armed onto his horse’s back,” the biographer proudly remarks, 
“he would train for hours… to harden himself to armor and to exercise his arms and hands, so 
that he could easily raise his arms when fully armed.”131 The biographer lists his abilities; he 
could climb walls by hand, swing from ladder to ladder, and fully vault horses all while wearing 
 
130 For a fascinating study of the correlation of bodily violence to virtue, see Giulia Morosini, “The Body of the 
Condottiero: A Link Between Physical Pain and Military Virtue as it was Interpreted in Renaissance Italy,” in 
Killing and Being Killed: Bodies in Battle, ed. Jorg Rogge (Bielfeld: Verlag, 2017), 165-197; and Fradenburg, City, 
Marriage, Tournament, 206; “Violence is the medium through which the honorable self, in its struggle to exhort its 
own glorious image from the face and look of the other, must constitute itself.” 
131 The Chivalric Biography, 30; Le Livre, 24-5. 
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a harness save for the helmet.132 The narrator reminds the reader that “doing such exercises gave 
him a physique so strong that there was no other gentleman in his time who was so proficient.”133 
In these feats of athleticism the armor is an agent because it “hardens” Boucicaut to arms by 
inflicting itself upon his flesh.134 The steel harness becomes a vessel to accentuate the knight’s 
masculine qualities and athletic ability because it makes his tasks more demanding; it forces his 
body to change – and this change therefore makes him more deserving of praise. This passage – 
and moments like it – suggest that armor might serve as an index for the well-built body of a 
warrior beneath the steel carapace, since athletic feats of prowess become more impressive due 
to the bodily restraint of armor.135 Thus, Boucicaut’s prowess appears more exceptional by 
pushing his body to the limit by encasing it in steel during training. 
 While harness augments the knight’s body through physical demands, the steel shell is 
used as a protective agent in battle to record and advertise the scars a warrior might gain, and 
therefore mark his bodily virtue by the violence he sustains.136 Sir Geoffroi de Charny writes to a 
knightly audience, and assures knights that if they scar and batter their armor through manful 
deeds: 
 
132 The Chivalric Biography, 30-1; Le Livre, 25-7. 
133 The Chivalric Biography, 30; Le Livre, 25, 27-32. 
134 The Chivalric Biography, 30-1; Le Livre, 25. 
135 Before the Battle of Crécy in 1346, Froissart remarks that the Genoese crossbowmen fighting for France “would 
sooner have gone to the devil than fight at that moment, for they had just marched over eighteen miles, in armor” 
(Froissart, Chronicles, 88; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 5, 48 (sec. red.)) Likewise, when the English attempt to curtail 
the Scottish invasion of England, Froissart emphasizes the hardship of the English by writing that King Edward III’s 
army “had to sleep in full armor, holding their horses by the bridles” (Froissart, Chronicles, 49; Froissart, 
Chroniques, vol. 2, 149). 
136 See Marcel Mauss, “Techniques of the Body,” Economy and Society 2, (1973): 70-88. For the purposes of this 
analysis, according to Marcel Mauss’s discussion of the walking stick in Techniques, knightly weaponry like lances 
and swords operate as a direct extension of the knight’s body. 
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 By doing so you will receive greater recognition for your achievements, from your 
 friends and enemies, and your arms will be splendid to behold, and you will through this 
 appear  more stylish under arms than you would if your equipment were strewn with 
 pearls and precious stones, nor is there any embroidery which can be compared to this 
 beauty  [battle  scars].137  
 
Charny’s words, which clarify the semiotic importance of a battle-damaged harness, are echoed 
through images and texts. Fissures and marks – not jewels nor gold – make armor beautiful, and 
by extension the man beneath. Monumental tomb effigies from this period, carved in limestone 
and alabaster, feature chinks and divots that magnify a knight’s virtue as icons for the violence 
enacted on fighting men. These idiosyncrasies of the various effigies include the depiction of 
battle scarring and stains on the armor itself.138 Many of the effigies have deliberately ruined or 
makeshift hinges and joints, clefts and chinks in armored plates, lost links of mail, and pits in the 
surcoat – all carved fairly true-to-life by talented craftsmen.139 These details not only reinforce 
the realism of the monuments but mark the men within the armor as battle-tested. Products of 
artistic choice rather than natural erosion or iconoclasm, these battle scars, as icons, register a 
history of violence from and upon the body of the patron they therefore make masculine.140 
 Armor illustrates the extent to which the knightly body was expected to change through 
combat, to receive blows and scars, and thus index a knight’s merit as a record of his manful 
deeds. This bodily violence-virtue connection through armor persists in narrative as well. 
Froissart records how, at the Battle of Otterburn in 1388, Sir Ralph Percy’s leg armor indexes his 
 
137 Charny, The Book of Chivalry, 194-5. 
138 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 266. 
139 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 266. 
140 For a discussion of the perceived virtues of violence upon a knightly body, see Fradenburg, City, Marriage, 
Tournament, 189; Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 291-6. 
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wounds. When Percy surrenders to a Scottish knight named Maxwell, he beseeches the knight, 
“have me seen to. I am very badly wounded. My chausses and greaves are full of blood 
already.”141 The pieces of transitional plate armor mark and magnify Percy’s lacerations, and 
make him appear more virtuous as a warrior because of the violence he sustains.142 In a parallel 
instance in Chaucer, the knights Arcite and Palamon, despite being “wel arrayed” in harness, 
bleed like two animals in combat.143 On occasion, the armor itself welcomes the violence.144 For 
example, when Bertrand de Guesclin battles the English Sir Thomas to free his brother, Cuvelier 
makes it clear that the armor was so good neither knight “shed a drop of blood.”145 As the armor 
receives blows, so does the reader imagine the body within cheating death; the armor forms a 
second skin, brutalized by both knights, analogous to the flesh within. This index of bodily 
violence may be found on transitional armor as well. The Churburg Von Trapp Armory 
assemblage CH S13 features biblical verses etched into its surface (fig. 24). Along their latten 
borders, various plates of the 1390 harness bear the words “IESUS TRANSIENS PER MEDIUM 
ILORUM IBEAD.”146 This verse, from Luke 4:30, refers to a moment where an angry crowd 
attempts to throw Jesus from a cliff, but he “passed through their midst” and walked away 
 
141 Froissart, Chronicles, 343; Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 13, 223 (inc. footnote); for an 
example of this kind of transitional armor, see the cuisse and poleyn (fig. 23). 
142 Froissart, Chronicles, 223; Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 9, 408-9; a similar moment occurs 
in Froissart during the Peasants’ Revolt, when a knight named Sir Robert Salle is set upon by a hoard of peasants, 
who attack and kill him. Froissart describes the knight’s armor being slowly pierced and poked apart and says that 
“even if he had been a man of iron or steel, he could still not have got out alive.” This passage depicts Salle as 
something of a martyr and uses his damaged harness to depict his virtuous last stand.  
143 Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, 43, lines 1800-1. 
144 One example of this is in the Song at the Battle of Auray in 1364, when armor protects men from volleys from 
bows and crossbows (Cuvelier, The Song, 141; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 138, CCXLIV, lines 6841-4). 
145 Cuvelier, The Song, 74-5; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 62, CVII, lines 2920-6. 
146 Springer, Armor and Masculinity, 38-9. 
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untouched. This evocation of Christ also appears not infrequently on tomb effigies, which bear 
the sacred initials IHC on the brow of the bascinet.147 As noted by Springer, these inscriptions 
simultaneously assert the holy-armored invulnerability of the body beneath, but also remind the 
viewer of human vulnerability.148 By appealing to the soteriological image of the sacrificial 
Christ, these etchings invest the knight with added virtue because of his own bloodshed.149 As 
with the narrative moments, these harnesses thus magnify the virtue of the knight beneath by 
highlighting either his wounded body or the (deflected) violence his flesh was meant to 
absorb.150 
 Armor not only inflicts itself on the body, or has the body inflicted upon it, as these 
qualities occasionally appear in symbiosis, when armor is used simultaneously as a shield and a 
weapon to index the body beneath.151 Cuvelier employs armor to dramatize the violence enacted 
on bodies in battle when Bertrand faces off against Sir Thomas, who has wrongfully captured his 
brother Oliver. “Sparks flew” as the two “joined in bold and fearful combat.”152 Cuvelier tells the 
reader that Bertrand attacks “the Englishman with fearsome thrusts to the hauberk… Blow after 
blow they struck, on and on… they locked their spiked gauntlets round each other’s neck and 
 
147 Excellent examples of this include the tombs of Sir Ralph Greene (fig, 5) and Sir Ralph Neville (fig. 4). 
148 Springer, Armor and Masculinity, 38-9. 
149 See Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 297-8. 
150 See Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 297-8; Kaeuper discusses competing soteriological perspectives in the later 
middle ages. One features Christ as a conquering soldier, who would return in martial glory to enact judgement on 
his enemies. The other emphasizes Christ as a “suffering servant” who would sacrifice himself for mankind. Victory 
entailed both conquest and hardship/atonement. These two perspectives appear to be somewhat mediated through 
armor, which evokes both at once upon the knight’s body. 
151 For a discussion of representations of armor and their use to highlight the male body, see Dressler, Of Armor and 
Men, 98-116. 
152 Cuvelier, The Song, 75; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 62, lines 2901-13. 
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dug in fiercely…”153 This passage reads far more violently than the duel outside Rennes. 
Bertrand, taking the upper hand, “seized [Sir Thomas] by the helm; it was strong indeed, but he 
beat his sword into his nose so hard that blood came pouring; then he dealt three blows with his 
gauntlet-spike, and blood streamed from the knight’s neck.”154 Finally, after subduing his foe, 
Bertrand stands victorious.155 This passage reveals that armor might receive violence but also 
expediate it the form of hardened helmets and spiked gauntlets. In this way, the armor magnifies 
the knight’s ability to perform his prowess – essentially, to enact “the privileged practice of 
violence” – by complementing every blow with a combination of flesh and steel as man and 
metal merge.156 
 The example of Bertrand’s duel suggests that, in addition to magnifying the knight’s 
violent prowess though his body, armor indexes specific martial skills of the knight – both his 
raw power and his technical skills. Moments abound where armor appears as a register of 
strength.157 When Bertrand fights an English knight outside Rennes, they tangle in brutal combat. 
 
153 Cuvelier, The Song, 75; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 62, lines 2921-31. For an example of surviving gauntlets, see 
figures 25 and 26. 
154 Cuvelier, The Song, 75; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 63, lines 2963-70; for a concise discussion of the symbolic import 
of late medieval violence for an audience, see Alastair J. Macdonald, “Brutality and Atrocity in Later Medieval 
Scotland,” in Rogge, Killing and Being Killed, 213-16. 
155 Cuvelier, The Song, 75-6. 
156 Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, 155-60; see also Peggy McCracken, In the Skin of a Beast: Sovereignty and 
Animality in Medieval France (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 20-23. The story of the monstrous 
snake knight in McCracken’s retelling of “The Tale of the Parrot,” from a late fourteenth century romance, shows an 
example of literal man-metal connectedness beneath a single skin. 
157 Cuvelier praises the violence at the Rennes tournament by referring to armor (Cuvelier, The Song, 33; Cuvelier, 
La Chanson, 18, XXIV, lines 672-4); Bertrand smashes an English knight’s shield and armor at the siege of Rennes 
(Cuvelier, The Song, 61-2; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 47-8, LXXVIII-IX, lines 2161-93); at Cocherel in 1364, lances 
shatter and sparks fly from helms to illustrate the “might and main” of the men-at-arms (Cuvelier, The Song, 115; 
Cuvelier, La Chanson, 108, CXCI, lines 5260-2); at Auray in 1364, Oliver de Clisson kills a squire from Jugon with 
a blow to the helm (Cuvelier, The Song, 142; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 139, CCXLVI, lines 9893-99); at Montiel in 
1369, the Begue de Villaines lances a Syrian through his armor, layer by layer (Cuvelier, The Song, 306; Cuvelier, 
La Chanson, 334, DLXVI, lines 16977-83); at Montiel, the Begue de Villaines ruins the mailcoat of the Muslim 
Aletaire with a lance thrust (Cuvelier, The Song, 306; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 335, DLXVII, lines 17000-5); men-at-
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Here, in an inverse of Boucicaut’s training, the body inflicts its will upon armor. Cuvelier 
recounts the deeds in vivid detail, saying that Bertrand’s lance pierced “through the hauberk and 
into the haqueton,” mangling the harness, while “the knight struck Bertrand, whom he held in 
disdain, his lance dashing his helm and almost smashing through.”158 Harness spotlights the 
power of these knights, and blends their mutual contempt with their physical abilities. Likewise, 
during the Battle of Cocherel, Cuvelier recounts the bold strength of the knight Roland du Bois. 
“He promptly mounted his swift destrier,” the narrator says, “and fully armed, with helm on head 
and visor lowered, with lance and shield and whetted sword, he charged and met this brash 
Englishman with such force that he drove through shield, through mail, through buckram 
haqueton, and buried his piercing lance-head in his body.”159 Here, Roland’s own armor and 
armament gives him the ability to penetrate his opponent’s armor; his armor registers his 
hardiness, and his lowered visor alters his appearance and marks his visage as a warrior. The 
reader imagines the lance moving in increasingly violent stages, contacting wood, then steel, 
then cloth, then flesh, then organs, all which indexes Roland’s strength.  Simultaneously, just as 
with Bertrand and his foe, the armor of Roland’s English opponent acts as a parchment on which 
Roland may illustrate his own martial prowess; by shattering the iron shell of their enemies, 
these knights are ennobled and confirmed as powerful soldiers. 
 
arms penetrate coats of mail with Bordeaux steel lances at Roosebeke in 1382 (Froissart, Chronicles, 248; Froissart, 
Chroniques, vol. 10, 170); at Otterburn in 1388, Earl James Douglas makes all fear his blows – regardless of the 
protection of “helm or plate” (Froissart, Chronicles, 342-3; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 13, 221); at Roosebeke in 
1382, men-at-arms destroy helmets with great blows (Froissart, Chronicles, 249; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 10, 
170-1); King Arthur cleaves Mordred’s helmet in half so that the “rays of the setting sun” show through his split 
skull (Boccaccio, Downfall, 204). 
158 Cuvelier, The Song, 61-2; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 47, lines 2163-6. 
159 Cuvelier, The Song, 114; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 107, lines 5223-30. 
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 Armor also indexes refined, professional prowess. Two moments at the Battle of Montiel 
in 1369 showcase combined strength and expert swordsmanship. The Begue de Villaines, “finely 
armed… [with] gleaming helm on head… struck [a pagan] with his piercing lance, and neither 
shield nor mail could save him: it drove through body, heart and liver.”160 This passage closely 
parallels the encounter between Sir Roland and the Englishman at Cocherel, since the armor is 
penetrated in stages to augment the knight’s strength.161 Moments later, Bertrand joins his friend 
the Begue, and the two of them “drew their swords and went in subtle search of gaps in 
armor.”162 These twin appearances of armor both reflect the knight’s power – his manful ability 
to pierce the pagan’s steel – and highlights a second quality in the soldiers’ technical aptitude. 
The “subtle search” Cuvelier describes refers to the few vulnerable places – le vuit des armeures 
– in a harness of plate and mail armor, like the groin or armpit, something the author’s audience 
would immediately recognize.163 By having his characters seek out these vulnerabilities, 
Cuvelier accentuates their technical ability as warriors; to find and attack such weaknesses in an 
opponent’s equipment demands a very high level of swordsmanship (the author implies that the 
knights “know” their swords) and an understanding of the harness itself.164  
 
160 Cuvelier, The Song, 306; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 334, lines 16970-82. 
161 Cuvelier, The Song, 114. 
162 Cuvelier, The Song, 306; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 335, lines 17024-5. 
163 Tyson, “Authors, Patrons, and Soldiers,” 111-12; see also, for commentary on emergent weapons technology, 
Bernard S. Bachrach and David S. Bachrach, Warfare in Medieval Europe c.400-1453 (New York: Routledge, 
2017), 227. 
164 For a discussion of the interplay of body and martial skill, see Eric Burkart, “Body Techniques of Combat: The 
Depiction of a Personal Fighting System in the Fight Books of Hans Talhoffer (1443-1467 CE),” in Rogge, Killing 
and Being Killed, 111. 
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In similar praise of technical aptitude, Froissart commends knights in jousts for their 
ability to target and hit their opponent’s visor.165 At the great pas at Saint Ingelvert in 1390, 
knights from across England and France challenge each other to joust as ceremony and violence 
merge. When Sir Jean de Sempy jousts Sir John Holland, the two knight send sparks flying from 
their helmets much to the delight of the crowd.166 Likewise, Sir Regnault de Roye and a squire 
named John Savage charge each other, and after each knight hits his opponent “straight on the 
eye-slits,” both draw admiration.167 The knights garner praise not for their strength alone, but for 
their martial and social intelligence; they know when and where to strike, both to deal damage 
and invite high praise. As we have seen, the steel carapace acts as a mobile canvas, one upon 
which the characters paint their skills but also one that covers the body as a poignant record of 
violence. When it appears in combat in narrative and imagery, armor calls the attention of the 
viewership directly to the body of the knight as a site of his martial prowess. The armors in texts 
and images thus signify complementary registers of violence – both as a gory receptacle of the 







165 Another example of knightly aptitude highlighted through specific elements of harness occurs in Froissart when 
Sir John Holland jousts against Sir Reginald de Roye. The knights observe each other parmy les lumieres de leurs 
heaulmes, “the sights of their helmets,” and then proceed to strike each other on the bascinet at multiple passing, 
gaining acclaim for their accuracy (Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 12, 120). 
166 Froissart, Chronicles, 375; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 14, 109-10. 






SECTION 4: ARMOR AS A GIFT IN MASCULINE BONDING 
 
 The final, and perhaps most salient, function of armor in texts and images is as a gift in 
martial homosocial networks. The transference of armor is a tool that either cements or breaks 
bonds between men and, in the process, creates a particular masculine bonding. The biographical 
and chronicle evidence is full of moments where masculine networks form through gifts. The 
literature illuminates dozens of such occasions; horses, gold, food, church buildings, and even 
intangible gifts such as dances and performances, are some of the many kinds of gifts that 
circulate in the text.168 Yet armor is conspicuous among these myriad donations; it has a distinct 
capacity for magnifying masculine discourse and establishing networks between fighting men. In 
Froissart’s work, when Henry of Bolingbroke (the earl of Derby and future King Henry IV) 
decides to duel Thomas de Mowbray, duke of Norfolk, both immediately issue orders for new 
harnesses. Froissart describes in detail how “the two earls made lavish preparation for the 
combat.”169 When Bolingbroke sends a knight with the request to the duke of Milan, the message 
elicits a ready response. The duke of Milan gives Bolingbroke’s ambassador knight a “choice 
 
168 King Edward III, during his Crécy campaign, gives the groom who guided him to the Somme ford gold and a 
horse (Froissart, Chronicles, 182; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 5, 22); the duke of Anjou serves King Enrique II with a 
splendid feast (Cuvelier, The Song, 257; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 277-8, CDLXXIII – CDLXXIV, lines 14032-51); 
Bertrand gives a good-humored servant wine to drink (Cuvelier, The Song, 234; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 250, 
CDXXVII, lines 12592-5); King Edward III rebuilds Windsor Castle, establishes the chapel of Saint George, and 
grants it a generous endowment (Froissart, Chronicles, 66; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 14, 203-4); sometimes, the 
gift is not physical, but performative in nature. The lord of Coucy, Enguerrand VII, makes sure to sing and dance 
well in the presence of the English, and is universally admired for the gifts of his efforts (Froissart, Chronicles, 168; 
Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart: Chroniques, vol. 6, 392-3 (sec. red.)). 
169 Froissart, Chronicles, 437; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 16, 95-6. 
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among his entire collection of armor” to “obtain armor of [Henry’s] size and choice.”170 Yet the 
duke goes even further: “Not content with that, after the knight had inspected the plate and mail 
and picked out all the pieces he wanted, the duke of Milan, inspired by sheer generosity… sent 
four of the best armorers in Lombardy back to England.”171 This exchange illuminates the 
significance of harness in the framework of largesse. The assemblage of mail and plate 
highlights the masculine qualities of the parties involved; the knight’s ability to understand and 
articulate the preferences of his lord, the duke of Milan’s willingness to offer as much and more, 
the generosity of Henry Bolingbroke in patronizing the duke and subjecting himself to imminent 
violence on behalf of his companions, and the skills of the armorers themselves are all magnified 
as the armor is set in motion. From such examples, one sees that once the steel is emphasized as 
an object of desire, it becomes a subject of inter-masculine promotion.  
 As it appears again and again, this endowment of harness manifests itself in two ways: 
through vertical transactions and lateral transactions. When vertical or hierarchical gift-giving 
occurs, armor flows from authority down to squires of knights.172 A common reoccurrence of 
this meaningful gift is when a young knight first dons armor. The Biography records a 
memorable example of a man of high estate vesting an inexperienced knight with the gift. When 
the young Boucicaut begs for armor, “he was so persistent that he came to the attention of the 
 
170 Froissart, Chronicles, 437; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 16, 95-6. 
171 Froissart, Chronicles, 437; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 16, 95-6. 
172 Examples of this exchange feature prominently in the literature. When Bertrand dons his armor, disparages his 
aunt, and rides out to joust – he draws the admiration of the Black Prince and earl of Pembroke (Cuvelier, The Song, 
61; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 47, LXXVIII, lines 2153-7); the lord of La Voulte gives his servant, Limousin, armor and 
a horse and introduces him to the Seneschal of Velay (Froissart, Chronicles, 293; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 11, 
125); as a meaningful point of contrast, Queen Juana Manuel, wife of Henry Trastamara, offers queenly gifts to 
Bertrand’s company should they apprehend Pedro the Cruel – including gold, silver, jewels, belts, and purses. 
Significantly, armor is not one of these proffered objects (Cuvelier, The Song, 193; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 199, 
CCXLVII, lines 9994-9). 
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duke of Bourbon; the latter was delighted when he heard what the boy had been saying.”173 
Finally, at the behest of the duke, Boucicaut received arms from King Charles V and “found full 
armor not a burden – as he might have done – but a joy.”174 Boucicaut was immediately drawn 
toward Louis II, duke of Bourbon, who submitted the request, and to King Charles who granted 
it.175 The biographer adds that “[Boucicaut] showed such pleasure that everyone around him was 
just as pleased as he was.”176 By observing that the men around him share in his delight, the 
author draws lines of bonding between the givers of the armor, the receiver, and the onlookers. A 
useful point of comparison is an illustration from Christine de Pizan’s Book of the Queen. The 
image (fig. 27) shows Minerva, recognized as the patron of defensive warfare and therefore 
appropriate as a giver of armor, providing pieces of harness such as helmets, mail coats, and 
shields to men beneath her.177 This illumination highlights two themes. Just as Boccaccio 
presents Zenobia in armored glory, Minerva appears in shining military regalia, which eases, and 
indeed permits and eulogizes, her entry into masculine space (the gift-giving network 
surrounding armor). Second, it reaffirms that, even in this rare instance of a woman granting 
armor to men, the harness itself is the crucial agent in this nexus of social bonding. In the 
illustration, the steel binds the knights to Minerva in fealty just as it reflects her generosity; 
harness is an index of the loyalty and patronage that crystalizes around her gift. A third revealing 
 
173The Chivalric Biography, 28; Le Livre, 3-9, 19-20, 27-31. Boucicaut complains that he wants to wear armor, 
unlike other children. 
174 The Chivalric Biography, 28; Le Livre, 20, 32-5. 
175 The Chivalric Biography, 28; Le Livre, 20. 
176 The Chivalric Biography, 28; Le Livre, 20. 
177 For the distinction between Minerva and Mars, patron of offensive rather than defensive warfare, see Thomas 
Bullfinch, “Chapter IX. Minerva and Arachne. Niobe. The Story of Perseus,” in Bulfinch’s Mythology: The Age of 
Fable (Project Gutenberg Literary Archive Foundation, 2006), 71–80. 
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use of armor as a gift from above to below occurs in Froissart, when, at the Battle of Poitiers in 
1356, the French King John II surrenders his gauntlet to an English knight.178 The knight, 
delighted, accepts him and ushers him safely to the Black Prince. The gift of a piece of armor in 
this passage cements trust between the defeated king and the knight and signifies the 
responsibility of his captor, in whose hands the king’s life itself rests. Harness thus signals the 
formation and reaffirmation of masculine homosocial bonds of loyalty between the high nobility 
and their knights. As an index for character quality, it implies the generosity and the social 
aptitude of both its giver and its recipient. 
 Armor also constructs bonds between men of similar station as a gift that flows laterally, 
as knights give harnesses to other knights or squires.179 When still a young man, but after already 
proving himself as a knight, Bertrand du Guesclin forms close bonds with his companions 
through his own largesse; an essential tool of this generosity is his provision of armor and 
weapons to his friends.180 “He’d share it all out with his men!” the biographer excitedly 
proclaims, and tells of the companionship formed through Bertrand’s gift-giving abilities.181 The 
use of armor as a gift is crucial and speaks volumes given Bertrand’s social position as a knight 
surrounded by other young knights. In the competitive context of the world of tournament, such 
a visible and tailored gift as armor proves a fundamental bonding instrument. When Bertrand 
 
178 Froissart, Chronicles, 141; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 5, 454 (sec. red.) 
179 The Begue de Villaines has himself and “all his company” armed with good harness and weapons “according to 
his bidding” at Montiel in 1369 (Cuvelier, The Song, 305-6; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 334 DLXVI, lines 16970-4); 
Arcite brings harness for the duel with Palamon and says bringing his enemy good armor makes himself “founden as 
a knight” (Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, 39, lines 1612-3). 
180 Bertrand repays his companions with armor and horses (Cuvelier, The Song, 38; Cuvelier, Chronique, 27, lines 
654-6). 
181 Cuvelier, The Song, 38; Cuvelier, Chronique, 27-8, lines 654-62. 
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asks his cousin to borrow his armor at the Rennes tournament, both are overjoyed at the 
exchange, and Bertrand promises his cousin recompense. He expresses his immense gratitude 
with the words “I shan’t forget the favor as long as I live.”182 Such gift-giving is by no means 
restricted to youth, but is an ongoing process of affirmation and reaffirmation of social bonds. 
When Bertrand returns from captivity and heads back to France, he gives a poor squire the 
means to acquire armor and weapons and elevate his social standing; the narrator here makes it 
clear that such an act typically binds a squire to the knight’s service.183 Cuvelier reminds the 
reader that when Bertrand momentarily departs from his men, he does not worry, because his 
generosity means his men will never abandon him. “Then he set off into the woods,” Cuvelier 
writes, “where he’d left his men – he knew exactly where he’d find them.”184 Thus, the examples 
of lateral gift-giving in the Song closely mirror vertical endowment in Boucicaut and Froissart. 
In both cases, armor hardens the bonds of loyalty between men and in its transference indexes 
their grasp of the aristocratic homosocial framework and, in turn, their quality as generous and 
socially intelligent individuals. 
 Despite these often-ecstatic moments, such gifts can be rescinded. Armor, once given, is 
not necessarily permanent; sometimes, the gift may be withdrawn with profound ramifications. If 
the gift ennobles and marks loyalty, the removal of it casts the punished individual out of favor. 
Upon Bertrand’s victory over Sir Thomas, the duke of Lancaster proclaims that Bertrand’s 
brother Oliver, whom the Englishman wronged, “shall have a thousand florins in compensation, 
 
182 Cuvelier, The Song, 33; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 18, XXIV, lines 678-81, 84-5, 86-90. 
183 Cuvelier, The Song, 269; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 290, CDXCIV, lines 14694-9. 
184 Cuvelier, The Song, 40; Cuvelier, Chronique, 32-3, 823-9. 
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along with all Sir Thomas’ armor, right down to his spurs!”185 This passage shows a moment 
when armor unconditionally changes hands outside of combat; it is a moment of supreme 
humiliation and rejection for Sir Thomas who has committed a great transgression. Froissart 
illustrates a similar example, when, at the great tournament at Saint Inglevert in 1390, a knight 
named Herr Hans deals an unsportsmanlike blow to Boucicaut’s helm, and the English knights 
all acknowledge that the German has forfeited his armor, should Boucicaut request it.186 In the 
eyes of Cuvelier and Froissart, the knight’s masculine and martial positioning are shattered by 
the removal (or jeopardized by the possible removal) of his armor as an index of the subsequent 
social rejection of his peers and superiors.  
 The frequency of gift-giving in these texts raises the question: do transactions of other 
materials carry the same weight as armor? One fascinating gift-giving exercise in the story of 
Bertrand du Guesclin suggests a convincing answer. The exchange occurs between Bertrand, a 
herald, and the herald’s patron the duke of Lancaster, all men of various ranks. A herald from the 
duke comes to Bertrand and requests a meeting; well pleased, Bertrand accepts and gives the 
herald a “fine silk tunic,” never worn, as thanks for his message.187 The herald tells the duke of 
this generous gift, to which the duke immediately responds by requesting the knight’s presence 
and presenting Bertrand with “a handsome charger, sleek and strong.”188 After Bertrand, as 
requested, bests the English knight William Bemborough in single combat beneath the gaze of 
the duke of Lancaster, Bertrand gives his defeated opponent’s horse to the herald who confirms 
 
185 Cuvelier, The Song, 77; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 65, CXI, lines 3044-6. 
186 Froissart, Chronicles, 379; Froissart, Chroniques, vol. 14, 142. 
187 Cuvelier, The Song, 56; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 41, LXVII, lines 1840-7. 
188 Cuvelier, The Song, 58; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 43, LXXI, lines 1949-51. 
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the French knight’s honor with a shout.189 Thus, a knight gives to a herald, a duke to a knight, 
and a knight to a herald again in short succession, transferring gifts among each other amounting 
to a coat, two horses, and several bags of cash.190 This anecdote is but one of dozens of gift 
exchanges, which include gems from queens and golden tables from kings.191 These same gifts 
appear sporadically in the Life as well, including the “fine jewels, ermine robes, [and] furred 
mantles” bestowed upon the herald of Henry of Trastamere.192 Armor in the Life appears as a far 
more permanent symbol, as it usually moves between men by request of the Black Prince, and 
transcends monetary value in its nobility.193 Cash, horses, precious stones, and cloth are all 
mobilized more readily than armor, and unlike armor apparently may be exchanged between 
distinct social groups.194 In contrast, armor remains the almost exclusive domain of both men and 
knights (including high nobles who also carry such a title) and in the storyworld typically cannot 
be exchanged between individuals who do not meet both of those qualifications.195 This 
distinction suggests that armor functions as a powerful tool for explicitly homosocial bonding – 
one that grants corporate acceptance or occasionally tears it away. 
 This performance of armor in text, as a gift and vessel for homosocial bonding, is also 
apparent on the tomb effigies of noble knights. Here the materiality of the effigies is particularly 
 
189 Cuvelier, The Song, 62; Cuvelier, La Chanson, 48, LXXIX-LXXX, lines 2208-12. 
190 Cuvelier, The Song, 56-62. 
191 Cuvelier, The Song, 191, 193, 234, 257, 298, 316. 
192 Life of the Black Prince, 91, 160, lines 2956-7. 
193 Life of the Black Prince, 62, 152. 
194 Cuvelier, The Song, 191, 193, 234, 257, 298, 316. 
195 The example of Minerva, in its fantastical illumination, may be the exception that proves the rule since she 
frequently appears in artwork with prominent musculature and armor. 
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important. Though at first glance the effigy itself does not operate as it does in the narratives – 
indeed, the monument’s defining quality is its permanence rather than transience – the effigy 
nevertheless participates in the assertion and validation of knightly largesse and homosocial 
bonding. The material structure of the effigies and the armor they display work in two ways to 
index these masculine virtues. First, the tombs are themselves gifts to the parish churches and the 
communities in which they are situated. As Nigel Saul suggests, the decision on the part of 
knights to place their effigy in a church marked it as a center of local power, and bolstered a 
given community with an implied promise on the part of its lord.196 The tombs cemented family 
memory and prestige and tied the economic fates of landowning knights with their localities.197 
This function suggests the tomb itself, in its armored glory, is a gift, one distinguished from other 
burial monuments by its depiction of a man in battle harness and therefore a distinct marker of 
the military elite.  
 Second, the effigies make explicit and implicit reference to audience, since both the 
artists and their patrons knew their tombs established commonality between, and community 
among, other knights. The visual grammar that the martial effigies employ is tailored, with its 
myriad symbols and connotations, to men steeped in chivalric culture. This is not to say non-
knightly individuals could not grasp the effigies as powerful claims to knighthood – they could, 
since plate armor generally and immediately implied a warrior of means. Yet, the more subtle 
elements of tombs, like the lion beneath the sabatons of Sir John Wyard (fig. 25), the stag’s head 
on the helm beneath Sir Ralph Greene (fig. 26), and the initials of Christ on the bascinet brow of 
Sir Ralph Neville (fig. 27), as well as the individual marks upon and stylistic appearance of their 
 
196 Saul, Lordship and Faith, 329-32. 
197 Saul, Lordship and Faith, 329-32. 
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armors, target a more specialized audience.198 The armor on tombs therefore did, in a late 
fourteenth-century and early fifteenth-century context, enact dialogue between parties, though 
not as directly as armor in text; the armor on these monuments created a conversation between 
the knightly motifs, emblems, and badges and living knights who beheld them.199 These 
‘portraits’ did double duty; they were similar enough to establish corporate identity, but 
individual to the extent that they made their patron identifiable to the discerning eye.200 Other 
knights, by observing the effigies and recognizing the deceased soldiers through their armor, 
participated in the agon of the body and the gaze described by Fradenburg; armor assists the 
knight in the struggle for external expression and recognition of inward quality.201 The tombs, 
like the armors in texts, create a space for homosocial bonding, and the armors they represent 
allow the deceased knight to be recognized by the peers among whom he sought belonging in 
life. By marking a church as a center of power and inviting – through its armored intricacies – 
the perceptive gaze of knightly peers, the stone harness participates in a homosocial gift 





198 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 266. 
199 For example, the figures of Neville, Greene, and Wyard are all icons of manly knights – they create almost 
identical silhouettes by their armored appearance. Yet the same sculptures, when observed in detail, distinguish 
themselves; Neville’s bascinet has a high-pointed crown, Greene’s besagews are oblong, and Wyard’s elbow guards 
have double-flanged wings. Other knights might fully appreciate the armored sculptures because of their intimate 
familiarity with their own harnesses, as well as the shared spiritual anxieties the tombs addressed. 
200 Capwell, Armor of the English Knight, 266; Capwell believes the only reason he could distinguish the tombs as 
portraits is because of his background as a jouster and armor maker. He also argues the necessity of an analysis that 
challenges modern assumptions of individuality in art. For a consideration of the tombs as devices for the formation 
of corporate identity, see Dressler, Of Armor and Men. 81-93. 








 This investigation of armor as a recurrent motif yields consistent patterns – a set of 
expectations that the texts and images suggest are natural, and therefore virtuous. The external 
self must adapt to bear witness to the internal self, the boy must visually grow to manhood (and 
the knight to ever more distinguished knighthood), the body must shift and bend and grow and 
bleed and remember its violence, the gifts must flow. If these events do not occur, the masculine 
is emasculated, and the pulse of martial aristocratic life becomes arrhythmic. If we remove or 
sideline the object in discussions of chivalry, we might risk overlooking this window into the 
culture of the aristocracy. When Bertrand acquires armor and it supplants his hideous visage with 
that of steel harness, when the French knights at Nicopolis are stripped to their undershirts, when 
Boucicaut’s equipment imposes its will on his body, when the Black Prince transfers harness 
from one warrior to another – a knightly audience would have glimpsed moments of adaptation 
and transition, highlighted by armor, and tailored to their perspective. And they would have seen 
the image of chevalerie not through a litany of noble qualities, but through paradigmatic 
examples displayed before them – in the words of Geertz, not though depictions of the proper 
ethos, but samples of it carefully prepared.202 The steel harness, thus, is one visible vehicle that 
enables these transitions and thereby builds the knight. Armor is not the richest, nor the rarest, 
and certainly not the most common, but it is the most conspicuously masculine material driver of 
 
202 Geertz, “The Balinese Cockfight,” 25; Geertz says that the Balinese cockfight is “not an imitation of the 




the rhythms of chivalric life.203 Harness provided a familiar, comfortable, and exclusive 
symbolic language for knights to articulate and explore personal changes in masculine status or 
social position. It is not what the knights thought as much as how they presented these thoughts 
(in large part through armor) that leads to this reassessment of where the historian must look to 
find the cultural fuel that drove knighthood. 
 This thesis argues that armor works in four fundamental ways to shape the knight, though 
these functions do not offer an exhaustive list of the qualities of harness, nor are they always 
distinct from one another. Transitional harness, as it appears in text and image, constructs the 
identity of the late medieval knight just as his actions shape it. This historically distinctive armor 
provides a methodological apparatus to inspect the world of the knight on his own terms. Such a 
reassessment of the martial aristocracy reflects the importance of studying not only chivalry, but 
the noble culture behind it – historians should not forget that these sets of values and ideals were 
only a part of a much larger picture, and all were designed to serve the knight as a figure with 
anxieties and aspirations largely concerned with his material world. Armor is the animated, 
physical crossroads where these chivalric beliefs and knightly actions intersect. For this reason, 
this investigation suggests not only the constructive power of material, but the ability of the 
knight, and the writers and artists immediately around him, to deploy armor strategically as a 
commentary on their world and to use harness to question and develop interpersonal 
relationships. Thus, armor also offers a way for the historian to refocus studies of the late 
medieval knight. While work has tended to favor an outside-in examination of fourteenth-
 
203 This is not to say that the aristocratic culture of this period was any more obsessed or disinterested with change 
than generations of knights before, but simply that interpersonal questions of adaptation and fluctuation – and 
methods of resolving these anxieties – did exist among knights at a time traditionally understood to mark their either 
exceptional stagnation or destruction as a result of rigidity. 
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century social pressures, there is also much to be gained from an opposite approach that 
highlights knightly values and interests – the things these men desired, loved, and feared, which 
often aligned with but were not necessarily codependent on socio-economic and political forces 
such as plague, incessant warfare, and the dynastic turmoil of royal courts.   
 The investigation launched here could be extended into future research of the 
phenomenology of armor, the question (raised by Karras) of how knightly masculinity 
distinguished itself against clerical and burgess articulations of manhood, and the physicality of 
the martial aristocratic world. First, a look into the ability of armor to distort the appearance of 
the soldier, especially through the variety of visors available in the late fourteenth and early 
fifteenth centuries, provokes questions of how the armor might make a man appear more warlike 
in appearance, as something not entirely human. Springer discusses the “grotesque” forms of 
armor that were popularized in Cinquecento Italy, which included beaked visors, stylized faces 
made of metal, and other fantastical, animalistic additions to steel harness. The “grotesque” 
aesthetic, in future research, might also be a model applicable to transitional armor developed 
before 1400, and therefore yield interesting results about that armor’s ability to make men 
monstrous.204 This connection leads to the questions posed by Karras about how martial 
masculinity differentiated itself from clerical masculinity and that of the merchant class.205 
Spotlighting transitional armor might illuminate how and why, in direct contrast with the clerical 
urge to separate men from beasts and assert human exceptionalism, the martial aristocracy 
maintained an unusually close relationship with the animals and animal motifs around them – 
and therefore how knightly masculinity preserved a distinct flavor of what it meant to be a man 
 
204 Springer, Armor and Masculinity, 54-70. 
205 Karras, From Boys to Men, 11-12. 
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even as classical ideals resurfaced. Finally, a third, and perhaps most promising, path for future 
research would be to apply the same materiality/narratology methodology used in this paper to 
other foundational material aspects of the knightly world. Tapestries, furniture, hunting hounds, 
hawks, noble houses themselves all suggest considerable potential to a greater understanding of 
the knight’s world on his own terms – an intervention this thesis sought to demonstrate through a 
focus on armor. These very plastic but symbolically freighted objects have not received due 
consideration in broader studies of the chivalric world, and their historical value as an entry point 
to aristocratic culture, as something much more than accessory, remains largely untapped. 
 A closing point of reflection comes from Peggy McCracken’s monograph, In the Skin of 
a Beast. In her discussion of the relationship between animality and medieval conceptions of 
sovereignty, McCracken discusses how beastly skins and furs open a space wherein powerful 
individuals may discuss their authority. Snakes, wolves, and wild men give authors and artists a 
toolkit to magnify licit characteristics and condemn perversions of nature.206 This thesis suggests 
that likewise, as an inorganic flesh, representations of transitional armor give martial aristocrats a 
similar vehicle to talk to themselves about themselves. Transitional harness, in its ability to 
augment and shape the knight, to highlight and produce his violence and his generosity, and to 
cement his belonging among his desired estate, should be given greater historical agency. When 
armor appears in texts and images, the knight’s steel skin becomes, and therefore makes the 










Figure 1: Brass of Sir Mathieu de Montmorency, 1360, St Barthelemy's Church, Taverny, Île-de-




Figure 2: Brass of Sir Miles and Lady Stapleton (Joan de Ingham), 1364, Ingham Priory, 




Figure 3: Brass of Sir William de Breyene, 1395, St Peter and St Paul's Church, Seal, Kent. 










Figure 4: Detail from the Tomb Effigy of Sir Ralph Neville, First Earl of Westmorland, 1425, 







Figure 5: Detail from the Tomb Effigy of Sir Ralph Greene, 1417, Saint Peter's Church, Lowick, 







Figure 6: Tomb Effigy of Sir John Wyard, 1404, Saint Laurence's Churchyard, Meriden, 






Figure 7: The Four Horsemen, from The Apocalypse Tapestry, France, 1377-82, Woven 






Figure 8: Detail from Left Panel of the Thouzon Altarpiece, Provence, 1410. Oil paint on wood. 




Figure 9: Funerary Achievements of the Black Prince, England, 1376, Canterbury, Canterbury 





Figure 10: Helm of the Black Prince, England, 1376, Canterbury, Canterbury Cathedral, in 





Figure 11: Tomb Effigy of Sir Humphrey Littlebury, 1365, All Saints Church, Holbeach, 





Figure 12: Tomb Effigy of Tewkesbury Cathedral Knight, 1365, Tewkesbury Abbey, Tewkesbury, 




Figure 13: Tomb Effigy of Sir Hugh Calveley, 1394, St Boniface's Church, Bunbury, Cheshire. 




Figure 14: Tomb Effigy of Sir Robert de Bouberch, 1420, Abbeville Church, Abbeville, Picardie. 




Figure 15: Surprise at Fougeray, from La Chanson de Bertrand du Guesclin, by Cuvelier, 1380-





Figure 16: French Destroying Genoa, from Chroniques de France ou de Saint Denis, 1380, 





Figure 17: Hounskull Visor, Northern Italy, 1390, Churburg, Von Trapp Armory, Object CH 





Figure 18: Bascinet, Milan, 1380-1390, Leeds, Royal Armouries, Object IV.497. Accessed June 




Figure 19: Jupon of the Black Prince, England, 1376, Canterbury, Canterbury Cathedral. 






Figure 20: Brass of Sir Thomas de Beauchamp and Lady Beauchamp (Lady Margaret Ferrers), 





Figure 21: Brass of Sir William Willoughby and Lady Willoughby (likely Lady Joan Holland), 





Figure 22: Achilles Kills Hector, from The Book of the Queen, by Christine de Pizan, 1410-





Figure 23: Cuisse and Poleyn, Italy or England, 1390, Leeds, Royal Armouries, Object AI.23-





Figure 24: Harness Assemblage, 1361-1370, Churburg, Von Trapp Armory, Object CH S13. 





Figure 25: Gauntlet, England, 1349-1399, Leeds, Royal Armouries, Object III.773. Accessed 




Figure 26: Gauntlet, Italy, 1371-1399, Leeds, Royal Armouries, Object III.1713. Accessed June 




Figure 27: Minerva Presenting Armor to her Followers, from The Book of the Queen, by 
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